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ASMSU Election Race
B ig Musical W ill Be Presented Tom orrow
E n ters F in a l Stage;
Murphy, Brown Win Central Board Sets May 5 for Final Election
t o o

Seymour, Mariana Run Third, Fourth, Respectively,
In Contest for Presidential Nomination;
Chambers, Paulson to Compete

A colyumlst Is something which,
If ho had brains, ho wouldn't bo a.
And with that profound obtervaWith two down and one to go in most ASMSU and class
tlon, the Whig backs up a bit and
offices, the election race enters the final lap next week. Peter
rounds out another column of clos
Murphy, Stevensville, and Woodbnrn Brown, Hamilton, were
er wit and staggering decisions.

♦ ♦ ♦

Student Body
W ill B a llo t

+ + +

+ + +

+ + +

Dr. Meredith Hesdorffer Asks Students

+ + +

All-University

To Protect Themselves Against Smallpox
A smallpox epidemic at Cor
vallis which has necessitated
closing the schools, caused uni
versity health officials yester
day to bring to the attention of
students the fact that smallpox
Is a preventable disease. The
health service will furnish vac
cine free of charge to any stu
dent, bnt it was pointed ont that
it will net reimburse students
suffering from snch Infection
when they have not been vac
cinated.
The vaccine may be obtained
at the health office at any time.
A number of students have
called at the health office dur
ing the last few days and have
been vaccinated. It Is the hope
of Dr. Hesdorffer and his staff
that all members of the student
body will avail themselves of the
opportunity offered.

For O fficers

nominated for president of the university student body in the By-Laws to Constitution!

Annual Spring
Chore to Start
At 10 o’Clock
Hogan, Frosh President,
Ready to Get Crews
For Tradition

S h o w Is S et
For Audience
Montana Campus Talent

Lunch Is Planned
School’s First “M” Built of Beards
Leaned Agulnst the Side
Of Mount Sentinel

^primary election Tuesday. Murphy, Requiring Union Label
Today wo recelred 89 letters and
Will Be on Display
the Interfraternity nominee, re
are we flattered I Mostly from the
The class of '40 will paint the
On Publications
At Union Theater
ceived 417 votes and Brown, Indemembers of the National Wonder
“M” on Mount Sentinel Saturday,
pendent, got 876.
ing Whigs club that we organised
May 1. The tradition of painting
May 6 has been set as the date
“We give you ‘Rhythm Rhap the “M” le the Job of every fresh
Inst week. The clubs meet every
Leroy Seymour, Butte, was third
for the university general elections
sody',” Master of Ceremonies, Car man class and has been carried on
Tuesday and Friday nights at the
In the preeldeutlal race with 380
by
Central
board.
The
candidates
ter Williams, Boulder, will exclaim since 1915. Painting will start at
homes of one of the members and
votes, and Nick Mariana, Miles
receiving the first and second high
tomorrow night as he "transplants 10 o'clock.
discuss the brilliant and fluent
City, fourth with 163 votes.
est number of votes in the recent
Broadway to Montana State uni
Four successful ASMSU candi
stylo of our eolumn to great ex
Twice a year freshmen climb the
June Paulson, Harlowton, with
primary
election
are
to
be
named
versity."
dates today made statements thank 467 votes, and Jean Fritz, Ronan,
tent.
steep slope of Mount Sentinel and
Bill Stevens, Missoula, will un give the “M“ a new coat of paint
ing the student body for their sup with 397 votes, were nominated for on the ballot. The final plans for
carrying on this election have not
cork a store of scenery and cos The Job Is done by carrying white
The members of the newly- port In the Aber day elections:
vice-president Irene Morrow, Great
tumes reckoned to bring gasps wash and water up to the "M" and
formed clubs are highly enthusi
Mnrphy for president) I wish to Falls, was eliminated with 387 as yet been made.
from the audience and moans from brushing It over the rocks.
Upon
the
recommendation
of
astic over the opportunity of hav express my appreciation for the votes.
Business Manager A1 Vadhelm,
ing an actual part In praising and fine support given me In the pri
The first "M” was built In 1904
Those nominated for the business Sentinel Editor Dick Brome, Cen
Great Falls. Chorus ponies, trained and was made of boards set np
sometimes criticising the column maries. I am very pleased with the manager position were Carl Cham tral board passed a by-law to the
by
Betty
Wlllcomb,
Great
Falls,
are
effect
that
In
the
future
all
ASMSU
against tbs mountain side but •
and usually co-operate In writing general Interest shown. This year’s bers, Billings, with 641 votes, and
groomed and rarln’ to go.
strong Hellgate breeze blew It
letters to us. Several letters from election was the cleanest and most James Paulson, Sand Coulee, with publications shall bear the union
away. A second board letter waa
Moves Fast
Missouri, Oeorgla and one from (rank that I have witnessed since 386, Robert Van Haur, Hilger, got label. This year's Sentinel Is being
printed In a non-union shop. Brome
Hawaii were in the morning’s I’ve been In school.
The revue moves from beginning erected bnt the breese made short
297 votes and was eliminated.
stack. We hope this thing doesn’t
Woodbnrn “Tex” Brown for presi The candidates for secretary made the recommendation to Insure
to end In tempo allegretto, and Is work of It, blowing It down onto
assume an International character. dent) I want to thank the student were Virginia Barrett, Big Sandy, against a similar mistake in letting
comprised of eight full-stage acts Dornblaser field. The first rock
and seven cover acts. Thursday emblem was erected May 3, 1912,
body for their tine support In the and Lela Woodgerd, Missoula. They the Sentinel contract In the future.
Copies of the recent Kalmln sur
Saw Eddie Ogle returning from a primaries. I wish to remind you received 479 and 718 votes, respec
night the full cast of 80, many of and was surveyed by James Bonner,
vey are being sent to all schools
picnic In the hills Aber day. When that I will be working for the good tively.
whom have had experience In this then connected with the school of
requesting
copies.
This
survey
last heard he was singing the Tick of A8MSU as a whole, not having
type of show, climaxed three forestry. This one stood until 1916
John Dolan, Helena, and Ty Rob
Donal Harrington Announces Casts months of practice with a dress re but was considered too small. In
8ong—’"I've Oot You Under My any political obligations to repay. inson, Kallspell, were nominated was made for the budget and fin
For Stndent-DIyected Spring
BUn.”
hearsal. The costumes have nearly 1916 the present “M” was erected
Remember final elections Wednes tor the Store board. Respectively ance committee at the request of
Masqner Productions
Nominations to Be Taken
all been made by freshman girls with rocks gathered from the
day, May 5, and that your vote they received 426 and 667 votes. Central board. The survey covered
For years men have been discuss counts, so be sure and vote for the Jack DeMers, Missoula, was elim the comparative costs and salaries
under the direction of Pat Benson, mountainside, being surveyed by
To Central Board for
Donal Harrington, director of Portland, Oregon. The scenery, James Bonner.
on other college papers In the west
ing the question of how many ar candidates of your choice.
inated with 233 votes.
Final
Approval
Montana
Masquers,
has
announced
ticles a co-ed can carry In a hand
three drops of which are new, le Freshman Clans President Jack
James Paulson for business man Members of the Associated and was made to help determine
------------I the casts of the four American one- expertly set off by the lighting ef Hogan, Anaconda, said, "We are
bag before It assumes steamer- ager) Last year’s final elections Women Students elected Alberta possible changes In the Kalmln
Publlcatlons board at a meeting act plays to be produced May 27 at fects for which Bill Bartley, Great appointing a crew of huskies to go
trunk proportions, but It took a proved that the primary winner la Wlckware, Valter, May queen for budget for next year.
yesterday afternoon recommended the Student Union theater.
co-ed from the University of Wis not necessarily the final winner. the May Fete, held during com
Falls, and Dick Pope, Missoula, are through the dorm Saturday and
Don Larson, Great Falls, for editor"Knives of Syria” Is directed by responsible.
Jostle the boys ont.”
consin to put a stop to It all.
The student body has given me ex mencement week activities In June.
ship of the Montana Kalmln during. Robert Gall, Billings, and Molly Jack Hogan, Anaconda, gives the
The painting Job In the fall la
cellent support, for which I am
Iris Fear, Poplar, led the race
the
year
1937-38.
I
May
Dearth,
Whitehall,
is
stage
|
cue
t0
Hle
production
with
the
I
policed by the Bear Paws, bnt the
It seems that this co-ed went out grateful. With a renewed and for queen of the Junior prom. She I
Wayne
Laine,
Thompson
Falls,
manager.
The
cast
Is,
Mrs.
Buster
180ng
T
m
ln
a
Danclng
Mood...
The
spring
painting Is carried on solely
on a date to a night club and not stronger campaign In the next few received 106 votes, and Elolse Ruffwas nominated for Kalmln business —Dorothy Phelan, Chinook; Rhodle first act Rocking In Rhythm In by the freshmen. They round up
until she returned to her sorority days before the final elections, I corn, Glasgow, with 70 votes, was
manager
to
complete
the
approved
-A
lic
e
Colvin,
Helena;
C
harleytens„
IeB'
that
mood
The
j
how
the whitewash, brushes and buck
bouss did she discover that she had am sure that there will be renewed second. Grace Parker, Butte, and |
8tattWoodburn Brown, Hamilton; th e ! gathers momentum )n the next acl ets which are to be used. The
left her handbag In the club. In and stronger support for my can Helen Trask, Deer Lodge, were the I
The board recommended LaRue Syrian Peddler—Tom Campbell.
]n whic[1 Betty willcomb'e toe water Is taken from a hose and
stead of driving ont there the next didacy. I am In the fight until the other nominees.
Business Houses to Present Awards Smith, Great Falls, for editor of the | The cast members of "The Pur- dance addB the final touch of perlifted np ln buckets by couplse
morning she waited nnttl the next end.
The amendment making the pres
To Greek-Lettor Organisations
1938 Sentinel and Robert “Ty” Rob ple Doorknob" are Viola C ole- fectlon 0, the Manhattan Serenade placed at Intervals on the steep
week-end when she had another
Carl Chambers tor business man ident of the Associated Women Stu
Having Best Displays
inson, Kallspell, as Sentinel busi Elizabeth Larson, Kellogg, Idaho; chorus.
slope.
date at the same place. When she ager) I feel that the atudent body dents an ex-offlclo member of Cen-1
ness manager.
Mrs. Bartholomew—Maxine Ashley,
"Work will begin about 10 o’clock
Advance ticket sales, Grace John
arrived she asked If the manage should be commended for the In tral board, was passed by a vote
The nominations were sent to Nyack; Mrs. Amanda Dunbar— son, Student Union secretary, re Saturday morning,” Jack said. He
Letters Informing the contestants
ment had found her handbag. The terest shown In the Aber day elec of 781 to 199.
Central board for sanction at their Geraldine Weber, Dutton. The play ported, were more than Is normally also mentioned that a lunch may
attendant brought ont aeveral and tion, In which more than (0 per
Juniors nominated Melvin Single- of the details and rules for track
next meeting.
is directed by Gerald Evans, Wyola. expected.
be on tbe program.
asked the girl It ahe could identify cent of the registered students ton, Vida, and Nan Shoemaker, Mis meet decorations were sent *to sor
Larson and Laine are Juniors in Vernon Huck of Kallspell is stage
voted. I want to thank all those soula, for senior delegate to Cen ority and fraternity houses last
hera.
the journalism school, while Smith manager.
“Oh yes," said the co-ed, "mine who supported me, and It elected to tral board with 180 and 81 votes, week-end.
is majoring in the English departRobert Bates, Great Falls, is dlthe office of business manager of respectively. Virginia Lou Wal Leroy Seymour, Butte, and Jean
had a pair of pajamaa in It!”
ment. Robinson Is a sophomore ln I recting “Art and Mrs. Palmer.” The
ASMSU I shall always work In be ters, Missoula, with 141 votes, and Frits, Ronan, are on the house
the social science division.
cast members are Mrs. Grace PalOur own private ratings)
half of the atudent body for a Oliver Lien, Brockton, with 116, decorations committee.
-------------------------mer — Violet Thomson, Helena;
Cups are to be given to the win
greater Montana 8tate university.
Noah
(Continued on Page Six)
Layfayette Green—Paul Sherlck,
ning
sorority
and
fraternity,
one
Chapter I t ef the Masked Elder
I Waltham; Mr. Dudley Palmer—
cup to be donated by the B & H Noted Anthropologist
*•**#
Five High Schools Will Be Represented Tomorrow
Jewelry company and the other by
To Talk Here Tonight I Don Hopklns. whitefish; Ceciie—
Seventh Heaven, with Simone
________
Virginia Lou Horton, Butte; Cheryl
As Women’s Athletic Association Stages Annual
the Missoula Mercantile company.
Day—Helen Parsons, Helena; Ted
If there are cash prizes, they will
Buck Rogers In the 80th Cen
Spring Program of Sport Festivities
Dr. Hans Hlmmelheber, lead
Palmer—Jack
Chisholm,
East
Hel
be for |16 first place, $10 second, er of three Important anthro
tury AJ>. ***)4
ena. Jeanne Ruenauver, Plains, Is
and 35 third.
pological expeditions Into primi
The
Women’s
Athletic association will be hostesses tomorrow
The committee is trying to get tive lands, wlU speak at Main stage manager.
Maybe one's nose gets rod, hut Applications for Bulletins Received From Every State
"The Fraternal Bond” Is directed to girls from five high schools in Missoula and Ravalli counties
five Judges this year Instead of the hall auditorium tonight at 8
this colyum doesn't
In the Union as Well as Canada and American
three as formerly, bnt hare not o’clock. Dr. Hlmmelheber Is by Kal Heiberg, Missoula, and at the annual Valley Play Day. Corvallis, Darby, Missoula,
Jacqueline Akcy, Whlteflsh, is Hamilton and Stevensville are the schools participating in the
chosen them yet
Noticed this rather mellow easy
Territories; No NYA Available
Jnst returning from Alaska where
The decorations will be Judged he spent five months on Nonlvak stage manager. The cast Includes -------------- :----------------------------- ^event. A program of sports, Inflowing pome In the dissecting
Tommy Cuylor—Robert Fromm, S n l i n n l P a n f T R
on
originality,
forcefulness,
the
eluding basketball, baseball, tennis,
room of the “Colorado Silver and
Island, the only white among 200
A reconi enrollment was predicted for the forthcoming sum
Helena; Mr, Cuylor—Carl Cham
J r^
j swimming, and Individual sports
Gold” and thought we'd tap their mer school by Professor W. E. Maddock, director. Mr. Maddock slogan, appearance, and the spirit Eskimos.
bers, Billings; Sol Goldbnrg—Eu
and best representation of Montana.
store of humor for the Whig's read
Send
E n t r i e s bu ^
arranged by Mary Anne
Before he had reached the age
stated that applications for bulletins have been received from Last year's winners were Alpha
gene Phelan, Chinook; Lena Mor
Christenson, manager of the day,
of 28, Dr. Hlmmelheber had led
ers, thirsty for news:
rison—Ruth Christian), Red Lodge;
XI
Delta
and
Sigma
Alpha
Ep
every
state
in
the
union
and
Canada.
In
past
years
students
I
for
the
visiting
high school girls.
1 think that I shall never hear,
three expeditions, written a book
Brother Willis—John Alexander, Fifty-three Schools Represented | a picnic lunch will be served at
A sound 10 sweet u bubbling beer: have attended from Alalska and*--------------------------------------------- silon.
on West African negroes, and |
Whitehall;
Brother
Morgan—Har
In Journalism Contest
I noon for all those participating ln
A beer wboee thlrety mug Is other United States’ territories and | Charles H. Draper, Red Lodge.
appeared before a number of
former president of Montana State
Alpha Tau Omega Mothers' club scientific societies of both Enrope old Hanson, Missoula; Brother
possessions.
—_______
the events of the day.
pressed,
assMUtlon, vlsttod the school met Wednesday night at the chap and America. He Is a native of ! Santell — William Bancns, Great
Against the keg’s sweet flowing The tuition will also bo raised
Newspapers from 68 of the state's
Falls;
Brother
Smith—Donald
But
ter
house.
this year In addition to the board | of Journalism yesterday.
Karlsruhe, Germany.
breait;
ler, Hamilton; Brother Boswlth— high schools have been received to jS c h flb e l and o U tc h o r t
Uls subject tonight wlU be “A
A beer which looks so cool all day, | and room rates.
f Q Q lm J ()lnt R e c ita l
William Breen, Butte; Brother compete for awards for the best
West African Negro Civilisation.”
And wafts our worries on their I jt ba8 boon announced that NYA
________
Ford — Torrey Johnson, Kirby; high school paper In various
way;
Jobe will not be available daring
Ca0lly„ 8a, Schabfll) 0 utlon, and
Brother Snyder—Hugh Galusba, cla88e8- Tbe awards will be given
A beer who may in summer wear, tba g|ne Weoks' sinner session, and
Maro Bntchart, Missoula, seniors
Helena; Brother Hill—Jamei Reyn ont during track meet week.
Inter fraternity Dance
A nest of hubbies In her hair,
that only a tew Jobs would be left
olds, Billings; Brother Blnson— CUtf A, which includes all |D the school of music, will give a
Upon whose bosom ice has lain.
on the university force that Un
To Be Given April 30 Robert Warren, Glendive; Brother papers from high schools of more I joint recital ln voice and music
When
Red
Coy
Rosy,
a
cow
on
The
contest,
as
a
result,
is
on.
A beer whoso mug we too would dents who have gone home for the
------------Van Horn—Frank Shaw, Deer than 500 stndenU has 12 entrants, early in May. Tbe two students
There are three prizes offered
Dean C. W. Leaphart's farm, “Black
summer vacation vacated.
drain:
Class B, schools with from 250 to I are both graduating with honors
Acres,” had a calf Mra Leaphart i bul not
determined. A grand I Interfraternity dance, open to all I Lodge.
Coeds are friend* to tools like we're
Mixers will be s p o n s o r e d
500 students, have entered seven | from the music school and are giv-------------------------prize is offered for the best name | fraternity men whether their chap-1
But O my Lord. I need a beer!
throughout the summer under the, opened to the students of the law submiUed> a •.leB8.grand priM- fo rIters are represented on this cam
papers in the contest. Class C, j fug the recital as part of the re
SMALL CLASS
train schools of lets than 200, also I qulrements.
The sermon for ansplces °* 0,0 r**w*nc# halls. In- j school a contest for naming the j the second best, and a “baby-grand P“ or not. will be held Friday. I
.................... ■■—
ChUrCh r ^ ^ V n t l t l e d : „fc ^ J t e r e e t ln g trip*, directed by Profee-; ,ltr8pring,
prize" for the third beet name.
April SO In the Gold and Silver w . p. Clark, professor of Latin have seven. The largest group,
Ann Plcchionl, sophomore in tbe
"*Xl d a w ginful?" or “Are our *°r R a Thom“ ' modern
Then the calf was sold. So Mrs. | Some of the names submitted!r00m* ln O'* 8tudent Union. Leo and Greek, has the honor of hav class D. made up of mimeographed
log on
Qn
I guagee teacher, will also be of- j Leaphart phoned the lawyer* and are "Rose Bud,” “Roslta,” “Bonnie j Vallton's nine-piece orchestra will jng one 0f the smallest classes li papers and Inserts, has 27 papers J pharmacy school, has been elected
from all sections of the state.
I by Kappa Epsilon to attend the
young folk*
fend.
! attempted to abandon the contest.! Blue Bell,” “Ipse Dixit" and "Jes- P>*7. with dancing starting at 9 the university,
week-ends
# , ,
|
—
— — ——
I “No.” said the law students to J sie Wessic." All entries must be j o’clockThe class Is made np of three
E. G. Lelpheimer, editor of the meeting of the Women's National
Charles Sweeney and Donald Mrs. Leaphart "yon have made a - submitted to Mips Charlotte Rus— ——
——
J njeu. Arthur Prosser, John Poe and Montana Standard, will address the I Pharmacy fraternity which will be
"Home Life of Clapper left today for Bozeman to j legal contract and you must keep j sell and the judges of the contest
The class of 1949 is the largest I Phil Peterson, and one woman, J Montana Editorial association here j held In Minneapolis, Minnesota in
Oscar J. Megroans
witness the Montana relays.
j It,"
will be the law school faculty.
;in the history of the school.
I Jardls Salisbury.
| on May It.
May.
(CwfkifM ea Pas*

Four Candidates
Appreciate Vote
Of Student Body

Board Okehs

Larson, Smith

Four One-Acts
Are Scheduled
For May 27

For Positions

Rules Announced
In Annual Contest
For Decorations

Missoula and Ravalli County

Girls W ill Attend Play Day

Record Enrollment Predicted

For University Summer Term

M rs. L eaphart Sells Calf
But M ust Pay for Its Name
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THE FRESHMAN KAIMIN
We, the freshman journalism majors, with
pleasure, present to the class of 1940—-to the
faculty and upperclassmen—the twenty-first
annual freshman edition of the Kaimin. We
have put forth our best efforts toward its
success.
People have asked us, “ What do you think
of the Montana State university? Do you see
anything outstanding about it? ” In the eight
months we have been here, we have become
more intimately acquainted with college life
and have longed for this opportunity to express
our feelings—to answer those questions.
We appreciate the spirit which made us feel
at home when we came here in September. In
stead of the disheartening jeers we expected,
we found outstretched hands and friendly
smiles. Faculty men and women were sym
pathetic and ready to aid us in our “ green”
and blunderous way. Adjustment, which might
have been disheartening, was a pleasantly novel
experience. Each day as customs and tradi
tions come to us for the first time, we feel our
selves drawn closer to the heart of the uni
versity.
That’s what we cherish most dearly. That’s
what we admire most deeply. Not the scho
lastic records, the dramatics points, the M ’s
• and the honors—but that Something which
surges out to one when he gets his first glimpse
of the U and her people—that Smile which
says, “ Welcome, stranger.”
INDIFFERENCE IN VOTING
In the recent Aber Day primaries, approxi
mately 1,200 students bothered to go to the
voting stands and cast their ballots for the
various candidates. When it is noted that al
most 1,800 ASMSU activity tickets according
the voting privilege have been sold on the cam
pus, a serious flaw in our political set-up is
realized.
Good government is based on the desire of
the voters to place in office the candidates who
are the most capable of discharging their duties
to guarantee an efficient administration. Stu
dent indifference in this respect leads to con
trol by the minority, a dangerous condition
that prevails on many college campuses else
where.
In every election some candidates are bound
to slip in th at are not equal to the responsibil
ities of their office, but they fortunately hold
the jobs of lesser importance. This cannot be
avoided but for the offices of president, vicepresident and business manager of the student

body and for the vacancies on Central board,
each student should feel it his duty to vote for
the candidate he feels is the most competent.
With final elections set for May 5, every
member of ASMSU will have an opportunity to
insure a truly democratic election. Vote con
scientiously for your candidate.
OO-OPEBATION
Little by little throughout the year it has
been brought more clearly to the freshman
mind that the bitter rivalry and animosity be
tween fraternal groups on the campus is be
coming a thing of the past. Panhellenic and
Interfratem ity councils, in particular, have
fostered a program of co-operative friendliness
by functional and social activities. Other stu
dent organizations have done much to build up
this feeling—to the advantage of the university
as a whole.
Our strength and progress as a group de
pends upon our spirit as individuals. If we
wish to climb higher, we must work hand in
hand toward mutual improvement. The steps
in this direction which have already been ac
complished are to-be commended and admired.
It is up to us as underclassmen to carry on to
greater success.
A STEP TOWARD LIBERALISM
One of the vital national questions of today,
that of world peace and the part college stu
dents will play in securing it, was brought to
the attention of the student body yesterday
with the formation of a chapter of the Amer
ican Student Union on the campus. For years our intellectuals and thinkers have
been calling the attention of the nation to the
necessity of supporting world peace movements,
but they have singularly forgotten to include
the student groups. The emergence of student
organizations on scores of college campuses
throughout the country during the past year
is a revealing phenomenon of the abundant
peace sentiment of today’s college students.
Their views represent the disillusion of,the
last war and their distaste for future wars.
Their organizations, for the large part, present
sound methods of securing peace and while
some of their ideals may vary, they at least
serve the purpose of stimulating the desire of
the college student to educate himself about
the problem and its value on the campus.
The American Student Union is a national
organization of college students, formed at
Ohio State university in 1935 by the merging
of two college groups, the National Student
League and the Student League for Democ
racy. Today it has chapters on hundreds of
America’s campuses, the Montana chapter be
ing the most recent addition. I t encourages
free student thinking and liberal opinions on
events of international, national and local im
portance that affect the welfare of the students
on the campus and the university in general.
As such we believe it is a step forward to
ward the somewhat dormant goal of liberal
student participation in vital campus issues.
Perhaps the decisions at which the group will
arrive will not be the correct ones, perhaps
they may face problems upon which, they will
fail utterly to find any basis for a stand at all.
But if they do think, if they do arouse student
interest in vital problems, then the campus will
have something to thank them for.

Communications
Editor of the Montana Kaimin:
In the paet week or so I have
come in contact with a great deal
of "agitation" regarding campus
affiliation with the American Stu
dent Union. It seems the students
are charged with either the inabil
ity or lack of desire to think. It
is blushingly pointed out that our
institution has the disgraceful rep
utation of being one of the most
conservative of its kind in the
nation. The real purpose, or
should one say persons, behind this
sudden more is left vague. When
conversation gets heated it is even
maintained that a good riot or two
would do this student bedy some
good. Ton see we’re all rotting
from too much darkness.
After thinking tills matter over I
have decided my first conclusions
and impressions were the light
ones. Why let youth go to our
heads and start some apparently
Innocent movement which will un
doubtedly get beyond us and de
velop into something we can’t con
trol? A student forum is desirable
and helpful to the individual and
group. Why go any farther? The
mental adolescence of a goodly
portion of the student body would
prevent rational action, it such Is
the aim of those advocating the
American Student Union. Egg
throwing and wild demonstrations
are the inevitable results of “youth
movements" on college campuses.
We are enjoying the advantages of
a liberal education. If we want
to think I see no reason why we
cannot do so among ourselves in
open forum without the aid of na

tional ’’unions.” The western pio
neer was a man. He fought his
battles and tackled his trouble by
himself like a man. They tell us
we’re cut from the same mold. Why
not prove it?
' Sincerely,
F. M. (Class of ’40)
To the Editor of the Kaimin:
In organizing a chapter of the
American Student Union on the
campus we have diligently investi
gated the commendable efforts of
like bodies on other progressive
campuses.
The policies and purposes of the
group are well defined in state
ments by the American Student
Union as follows:
'The American Student Union is
formed because of the need for an
organized way in which the student
can improve his life, defend his
rights, and enter into the struggle
for his interests for freedom and
peace. It welcomes into its ranks
anyone who wished to act on a
single issue of our program no
matter what his disagreement with
its other phases. It is Independent
studentB and teachers rights and
of any political party. It defends
opposes any patriotism by oath
legislation."
It is our sincere belief that in
affiliating with the American Stu
dent Union we will be in a position
to take action on matters of gen
eral student concern.
Bob Pantzer.
Editor of the Montana Kaimin:
A local chapter of the American

CCC Members
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Take Vocation,

W eekly Magazine
Scholarship G ub
Foresters Meet
Prints Former
Members Plan
Wednesday Night
Students’ Article
Dutch Luncheon Druids Plan Formal Dinner-Dance

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday. April 80
To Be Given Hay 28
Interfraternity ........... ........... Dance
Saturday Evening Post Carries
Freshman Women With 2.2 Index
Saturday. Hay 1
Story Written by Ensign
Druids,
honorary forestry organ
Antnmn nnd Winter Terms
Rhythm Rhapsody....Unlon Theatre
Smith, Ames Give Lolo, Nine Mile
LIncke of U. 8. Navy
ization, met Wednesday night, April
Invited to Attend
Camp Five-Hour Test
28, at the home of Dean T. C.
Grace Scearce and Phyllis Flynn
Of Intelligence
Spaulding.
Plans
for
the
formal
An article entitled "Airplanes
Members of Alpha Lambda Delta
attended the Ronan high school
are planning a Dutch treat lunch dinner-dance which will be given Can’t Sink Battleships” by Ensign
To determine the conditions of prom while spending the week-end eon for the active and collegiate May 28 were discussed. Arnold Jack Lincke, who attended the uni
the CCC men and to enable the Na in Ronan.
Bolle, Watertown, Wisconsin, and versity In ’26, '26 and ’27, appeared
members.
Frances Sanderson has been
tional Youth conncil in Washing
The following freshman women Arne Noustanen, Florence, made a in the April 10 issue of the Satur
ton, D. C., to work out a better spending the last week at the Alpha who made a 2.2 index or better for final report on the budget for the day Evening Post. Ensign Lincke
educational program that will best Chi Omega house, the guest of autumn and winter quarters are in school year. Burt Hurwltz, Olean, Is at present connected with the
fit the needs of the CCC men, gen Audrey Graff.
vited; Amelia A. Bauer, Livingston; New York, was elected editor of the air force of the U. 8. Naval Reeral educational, psychological and
Peggy Kemp, of Missoula, was a Catherine M. Berg, Livingston; news letter.
serve.
-vocational tests are being given to dinner guest at the Alpha Chi
Classes in forest mensuration
Olive Brain, Ingomar; Alice Colvin,
In his article, Ensign Lincke con
a selected list of camps throughout house Sunday.
and
silviculture
will
go
to
Plains,
Helena; Mary Alice Dickson, Mis
siders the airplane as a weapon
the United States.
Alpha Delta Pi actives enter soula; Gayle Draper, Red Lodge; Saturday to make a study of Mon and likens it to nothing more than
Dr. F. O. Smith and Dr. W. R.
tained the Mothers’ club at dinner, Ruth Eastman, Missoula; Con tana logging operations. ProfessorB a flying machine guir or bomb.
Ames of the psychology department
Monday evening.
stance Ed#ards, Great Falls; Helen F. G. Clark and R. H. Weidman will With regard to the airplane’s abil
gave the test to the Lolo camp and
Visiting here during the past Formos, Sand Coulee, Sally Hop lead the group.
ity to destroy, he ignores the air
the camp at Nine Mile last week, week, Norma Hammer, Stanford,
Tuesday, Professor J. H. Ramkins, Paradise; Mary Johnson,
plane as a weapon against the vital
as they were the camps chosen
Montana, was a house-guest of Butte; Esther McNorton, Missoula; skill’s class in forest products parts of ships, as the only ship per
from this district. The test con
Muriel Morrison, Phllipsburg; Jean will take a trip to Paradise where sonnel exposed to gunfire are the
Alpha Phi.
sists of two parts each two and a
Lois Clayton spent last week-end Pattlson, Glasgow; Kathleen Tnott, they will study methods of pre anti-aircraft gun crews, and bullet
half hours long.
in Butte.
Sidney; Edith Tongren, Helena, serving railroad ties at the North screens undoubtedly will be pro
Dr. Smith said the boys showed
Delta Delta Delta were dessert and Audrey Darrow, Missoula. Any ern Pacific creosote plant.
vided for them. He also states that
fine co-operation, and in spite of
guests Thursday at the Kappa freshman woman who believes she
the bombing capacity of the largest
the long hours required to take the
Alpha Theta house.
has made this index and who is not
carriers is of no tremendous con
test they went through with it
Irene Morrow and Esther Cunniff listed is asked to call Louise Sel
sequence.
nicely.
of Delta Gamma will leave Friday kirk.
He ends his article with the
This is the first time any test
on the Grizzly band trip.
_ Miss Lucia B. Mirrielees, honor
statement that “a dashing pilot in
like this has been carried on in the
Delta Gamma held formal pledg ary member, and Mrs. Mary Elrod
an airplane will be no match for a
CCC camps and Dr. Smith ex
ing Saturday for Helen Wells, Ferguson, advisor, will speak on
phlegmatic professor of ballistics,
pressed the belief that the govern
Whlteflsh, and Doris Rauch, Co the purposes and activities of
squinting at him through a range
ment will be able to accomplish
Alpha Lambda Delta. These girls Director of Dramatics Announces finder on the gun deck of a battle
lumbus.
their aim with these tests and thus
Names of Theater Attendants
Ten representatives of the local co-operate with Mortar board in
ship.”
improve the education given in the
Earning Awards
chapter left Thursday to attend the their work, give their services to
camps.
district convention of Delta Gam the university and stimulate inter
ma in Spokane, Washington. They est in scholastic activities of the Ushers for the Montana Mas
quers’ spring major production,
SADDLE HORSES
are Ciayre Scearce, Grace Scearce, women students.
National Alpha Lambda Delta is “Noah” have been awarded one
Laura Murphy, Marjorie Ensteness,
FOR RENT
Marjorie Harris, Dorothy Bodlne, offering every year to two girls on Masquer point each, it was an
Ann Carey, Ruth Wolff and Helen every campus, with a 2.2 Index or nounced today by Donal Harring
Phone 5-1404
better, the opportunity to Join the ton, director of dramatics.
Lane, plan to Tefurn Sunday.
Peggy Carrlgan will spend the organization without incurring fin Students who received the point
are: Mary Clapp, Missoula; Anna
ancial obligations.
Many Housing Requests Received week-end In Butte.
Tilzey, Missoula; Dorothy Bailly,
For Interscliol&stic Track
'Actives and pledges of Sigma
Missoula; Kathleen Holmes, Mis
And Field Meet
Kappa were entertained Monday at
soula; James Johnson, Bonner;
the chapter house at a buffet din
Eleanor Reldy, Missoula; Joyce
Mary Elrod Ferguson, acting ner.
Nichols, Spokane, Washington;
dean of women, is beginning a can*
Kappa Alpha Theta were guests
Betty Schultz, Great Falls; Kath
There is one gift she will
vas of private homes where girls for dessert at the Kappa Kappa
ryn Flannery, Missoula; Jean. Ol
appreciate more than all
may be placed during the thirty- Gamma house Wednesday.
Freshman Literature Club Hears
son,
Billings;
Mary
Elizabeth
San
else — your photograph.
fourth annual Interscholastic Track
Virginia Lou Walters and Eliza
English Readings
ford, Kellogg, Idaho; Elsie Macin
Don’t disappoint her.
and Field meet. Many requests beth Schultz will represent the
tosh,
Missoula;
Vernetta
Shepard,
have already been received from local chapter of Kappa Kappa
The Freshman Literature club
Make an appointment
alumni who are school teachers Gamma at their province conven met yesterday at 7:15 o’clock at Washoe; Alex Tldball, Aberdeen,
TODAY!
Washington; Francis Clapp, Mis
and principals, to make reserva tion in Moscow, Idaho.
the home of Professor Lucia B. soula; Stuart Volkel, Stanford;
tions for the girls who will visit
Kathryn Maclay, Lela Hoffstot Mirrielees at the Randall apart
Phil Garlington, Missoula, and Dor
and compete here during the week. and Elsie Macintosh were Kappa ments.
cas Kelleher, Stanford.
Mrs. Ferguson wishes those peo Delta dinner guests Monday eve
Their guest speaker was H. W.
ple who are willing to accommo ning.
Whicker of the English department,
CLASSIFIED AD
date some of the visitors to call her
Mrs. Agnes Getty Sloan was a who exhibited his collection of rare
There Is a
office. Last year about ninety girls luncheon guest at the Delta Delta manuscripts which included orig LOST—At city ball park, brown
Vast Difference in
were housed in private homes and Delta house Thursday noon.
pigskin jacket, lined, with foun
inal writings of English and Amer
more girls are expected to attend
For the first time, state Delta ican authors. The original will of tain pen in pocket Please return
Permanent Waves
the meet this year. The lack of Delta Delta alumnae and actives Jonathan Swift, author of “Gul to Will Baucus, Phi Delta Theta.
hotel accommodations makes it will convene here Saturday, May I. liver’s Travels" is one of the most Reward.
necessary for a larger number of Beginning with a no-host luncheon Important Items in the collection.
girls to be housed In private homes. at the Student Union lunch Toom, Mr. Whicker also exhibited a poem
Those attending the convention will of Elizabeth Barrett Brownings,
EAT AT THE
continue with meetings and con written and revised in her own
ferences in the afternoon. Follow handwriting, a page of a manu
Skins need stimulation! More
ing a buffet dinner at the chapter script of Edgar Allen Poe’s and a
outdoor exercise in air and
sun will give them glow.
house, the actives will conclude page from one of the works of
with attendance at the spring mu Thomas De Quincy.
Kallspell Woman Explains Phases
Good Food
sical, “Rhythm Rhapsody.”
Of Library Work
Paul Marshall, Libby, Is visiting
Fine Service
Field
Trip
Planned
this week at the Theta Chi house.
Miss Dorothy J. Phelps, Kallspell,
Mr. and Mrs. P. Marcus, Valter,
For Geology Majors
6 A .M . — 12 P JSf.
addressed the library administra
were visiting their son, Glenn, at
tion class this morning. Included
the Sigma Nu house Monday and
815
North Higgins Avenue
Several geology students will
in Miss Phelps’ lecture were sub
Phone 8186
Tuesday.
leave May 12 for Drummond on a
jects concerned with children’s
Delegates from the Phi Delta three-day field trip with C. F.
work, supervised reading in the
Theta local chapter sent to the con
Deles, associate professor of geol
schools, and relations with the
vention* in Moscow, Idaho, last ogy, accompanying the group.
board In regard to work in public
week-end were Jack Hay, Billings;
The Btudents will use the Palace
schools and the library in connec
Ed Ober, Havre; Jack Roseborhotel of Drummond as their base
tion with the children of grade
ough, Livingston; Robert Chiches
and will make excursions Into the
school age. Another phase of her
ter, Great Falls; Geno Fopp,
lecture was devoted to explaining
Garnet mountains. The students
Somers; Cliff Carmody, Kallspell,
will study methods of geologic
lending service with regard to de
and Raleigh Kraft, Billings.
mapping. The party will return to
posits, rental loans and special re
Joyce Nichols returned Tuesday Missoula May 15.
quests, budgets and publicity, cov
ering reports, advertising. and from Spokane where she spent the
week-end with her parents.
radio talks.
Phyllis Flynn will spend the
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Wells of week-end with her parents in Butte.
Miss Phelps Is the librarian in
Whiteflsh spent Wednesday visit
the Carnegie public library in Kaling with their daughter, Helen.
ispeli.
Peggy Wilson and Constance Ed
wards left Friday morning to ac
HEAVY DATE?
Graduates of University
company the band on the state
Take her In a
Work in Foreign Lands tour.
Miss Grace Johnson was a Tues
Two graduates of the Montana day evening dinner guest of Martha
Phone 8354
State university geology depart Busey.
—
ment, Edward Foley and R. A. Wil
son, are working in foreign lands.
Foley is employed in Turkey by
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
the Turkish government to study
and MONDAY
the geology of that country.
April 30th, May 1st and 3rd
Wilson, former assistant to Dr.
P. Rowe of the geology depart
SUNSPUN
•|
Pint
ment, is employed in South Amer
SALAD DRESSING ... ..................JL
Jar
Sail STCA* to Europe this summer. Travel w ith an inter
ica. He is working in Ciudad
esting and congenial group of college students. For years
HKI) & WHITE
Pint
Bolivar, on the Orinoco river, in
Holland-America Line Steamers have been the first choice
Venezuela. He received his mas
MAYONNAISE... .
_________ X*
Jar
of those who enjoy good times, pleasant accommodations
ters degree here and his Ph.D. de
and a delicious cuisine.
'
RK1( & WHITE
*|
8-oz.
gree In Chicago. After his work
To England, France and Holland
FRENCH DRESSING .................. J . bottle
here, Mr. Wilson went to the Uni

Psych Quizzes

Ushers Receive
Masquer Points
For Noah Work

Dean Ferguson
Seeking Rooms
For Contestants

F o r . ..
MOTHER’S DAY

Whicker Shows
Old Manuscripts

McKAY ART CO.

Dorothy Phelps
Talks at Library

Student Union has been established
on our campus.
Before deciding to affiliate with
this national student league we in
vestigated its organization and pro
gram as carefully as possible. Only
one objection could be found to our
affiliation with the group. We feel
that the student body has a right
to know the substance of that ob
jection and our reasons for Ignor
ing i t
In our investigation of the Amer
ican Student Union we finally
found a news article originally pub
lished in the New York American
and represented in a number of the
other publications of our friend—
the people’s friend—Mr. Hearst.
The substance of Mr. Hearst's
grievances against the ASU was
something like this:
“We suspect that this organiza
tion Is communistic. It has been
rumored that there is considerable
loose money finding its way into
the pockets of its leaders from the
treasury at Moscow!
Mr. Hearst’s stooges concluded
this startling expose by intimating
that the American Student Union
was associated with such “unde
sirable organizations as the YMCA!”
Certainly Buch objections are al versity of Oklahoma.
most recommendations for our
HELP NURSES
move in Joining this group,
Sincerely,
Advanced students in Nutrition
James Browning.
and Disease are assltlng the city
health nurseB in the pre-school
WARFORD LEAVES
roundup, an examination of all
children who will start BChool next
Rev. O. R. Warford, director of year.
the school of religion, left Thurs
Louis Rash, '26, pharmacy grad
day morning for Sidney, Montana,
here he will attend the state con uate, has recently changed his resi
ference of the Congregational dence from Columbus, Montana, to
church.
Billings.

MAYFLOWER
CAFE

AUrtta

(&i|ann

H IL L TAXI

SPECIALS

ItED & WHITE

DEVILED MEATS

n
..

...... . . . \ )

RED & WHITE

Q

VIENNA SAUSAGE...

(J

SUNSHINE

-j

KRISPY CRACKERS ..............JL

no.

u

Tins
4-oz.
Tins 2-lb.
Caddy

24c
27c
14c
27c
27c
29c

8TAT1NDAM

.

.

Ja n e

■

t h e

; R E D

& W H I T E ~ STOf*E5(

8TATENDAM

j B nt fi9

Juno 1 8

W tN nm ur
VEENDAM

Juno 8 6

8TATENDAM (viaBottom) J u ly 8 0

TOUBIST CLASS ^ 2 2 ^ . 0 0
EOUND TRIP

•andup

*

,

THIRD CLASS
ROUND TRIP

j^ y jq

*154“

(*STCA meant either Student Tourist Class or Student
Third Class Association)
For

CONGRATULATIONS, FRESHMEN. ON THIS KAIMIN ISSUE

4

VEENDAM
VOLENDAM

full details see

STCA DEPARTMENT

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE
318 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, m .
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'reshman Teams Undefeated

Undefeated in 12 athletic contests the Grizzly Cubs turned in
ie o the most impressive records in recent sports history. The
tar mg footballers blanked two opponents last fall nnder the
itelage of Coach John Sullivan while Coach Jimmy Brown
e*r«<5 the basketball * q u a d ^
r°ti*h 10 straight games.
i M Victor;
In the season opener the Cubs
tundod ont a 46-0 victory over the
ibklttens, traditional Montana
ate toes, for the ninth win in 17
actings. F o rt; points were piled
i in the second half alone, as the
aakening Bozemanftes were un'le to present sufficient reserve
iwer to stop the stuck. Fleet
ck Eralgh started the scoring In
e second period with a 59-yard
sb around end. Other touchiwns were made by Rogers. Nuint and Bofto.
The next game was staged In
lokane where the Cubs baffled
e Gonzaga Bullpups, gaining 428
rds and winning the contest 22-0.
ilfback Stanson kicked three field
*•* id the first halt and Rogers,
tgent and Emlgh capitalized In the
e second half on a furious passg attack good tor two touchwns.
Win 10 Games
Starting the basketball season
ith several former all-state high
hool players Jimmy Brown's
nrt artists went through 10 concutlve games without a defeat,
lire than half again as many
dnta were scored by the freshsn as their adversaries were able
garner. The toUl scores were
tbs 462, opponents 801. The first
.me was an easy 42-24 victory
er the Modern Business college,
ten followed Whlteflsh Ramblers,
-37; SUndard Oilers, 37-80; Poln Independents, 47-27; Alberton,
-82; Butte Business college, 44; ' Forest Service, 67-47; Rant
ers again, 44-29; Oilers, for the
cond time, 46-27, and Butte Busi
es college, 48-11.
nigh Scorer
Frank Nugent was high scorer
r the season with Don Sundqulst
it far behind. Other consistent
Int-getters were Merrick, Shields
id Ryan. With these dead shots
iglblo for 1987-38 competIUon,
inch Dahlberg has expressed
easure at the outlook for next
ar's team.

Spott Shorts

Page Three

K A I MI N

Store T eam
Montana High Schools
Defeats Frat
Iembers
Are Training Hundreds
All-Stars 11-6
For T rack Meet Here

|m Club Initiates

In Season’s Athletic Contests % ht^
obn Sullivan’s Cubs Blank Two Rivals on Gridiron;
Coach Brown L«ads Freshman Basketball
Squad Through 10 Victories

MONTANA

The following men were initiated
into M clnb Tuesday, April 19:
•Doc" Brower, Charles Miller, John
Dolan, Aldo Forte, Art Peterson.
Joe Strizich, Jim Spelman, Roily
Lund berg, Charles Williams, Frank
Smith, Fred Jenkins, Norral Bonawitt, Bob Beal, Philip Peterson,
Thomas Rolston, William Matasovlc, Archie McDonald and Wil
liam Lazetich.
Officers elected for 1937-1939
were: President, Joe Pomejarlch;
vice-president, Norval Bonawitz;
secretary-treasurer, 'Tex” Brown;
publicity, John Dolan.
Other matters discussed were M
club picnic, a proposed M club
meeting room, a scrapbook, and M
club scholarships.

Students, Townspeople Make Preparation for 1937
Interscholastic; Campos, City to Be Decked
Ont to Welcome Contestants

Bunching their hits to do the

Interscholastic Track Meet, most colorful event of the year for moet good, the players on the Uni
versity Store team came from be
Montana high schools, is fast approaching. The university’s hind twice to take the laurels from
“ big show” commences on May 13 and closes May 15. Every] the Interfratemity All-Stars, and
district of the state hums with fevered activity as approximately finished on the long end of the
score, 11-6, In a baseball game
seven hundred contestants from*---------------------------------------

Until Saturday no further devel
more than one hundred high fifth In the 100-yard dash to gar
opments In the state baseball
schools prepare for Montana's ner eight points. He was outstand
league will be known. On that da;
three-day parade of talen t Track ing as halfback on the Cub foot
a schedule will be drawn up in
and field men, golfers, tennis play ball team. Against the Gonzaga
Butte. At least the University
ers, actors, speakers and debaters Bullpups at Spokane he kicked
Store team has been assured a
turn eager and expectant faces to three field goals to give the Cubs
place in the state league,
a nine-point lead In the first half.
ward Montana's campus.
o—o
He also played on the frosh bas
Decorate Streets
It Is certain that the store team
The streets will be a mass of ketball team.
will have a game May 16, and ar
flashing colors as myriad cars with
rangements to have the game help
their occupants flaunt their school
are being made. The opponents
colors.
Shop windows will display
wilt probably be Helena. Butte or
pictures of past meets, medals and
Deer Lodge.
trophies
for the 1937 winners. Bed
Coach Stresses Offensive
o—o
lam will reign supreme as hun
Yesterday afternoon the boys
Plays, Hopes for Many dreds of visitors greet one an
practiced batting and fielding. An
Touchdowns
other.
other practice session will be held
Visitors to Montana State uni
this afternoon. Sunday afternoon
versity's
Thirty-fourth Annual In
Minus
eight
squad
members
wbo
at 8 o’clock they will have a prac
have been Injured In recent prac terscholastic meet will witness two Adams Pleased with Work
tice game with the Highlanders,
thrill-packed
afternoons as nearly
tices, the Grizzly grldsters will
o—o
Of Six Men at Drake;
play their second spring practice five hundred athletes perform on
The clnb has secured Lou Olson,
Hurdlers Impress
game tomorrow morning at 10 Dornblaser field. On the opening
a Missoula boy, as a pitcher, and
afternoon the athletes will parade
Is trying to get his brother, Ray, o’clock, on the practice field.
With Emlgh, Shaffer, Gedgoud, on the field amid the blare of the j After capturing third place In the
to pitch also. Paul Szakash will
Spelman, Brown, Williams and band and the firing of flag rockets Jghuttle-hurdle relay, fourth In the
be back sometime during the first
Duncan ont with Injuries, Fessen
Trials In the track and ftelc j two-mile race and placing among
week of May to further strengthen
den cancelled the game last Sat events will be run. Finalists it j
first ten in the pole vault,
the team. He will take up his old
urday. In scrimmage this week the different events take the flelt Grizzly track men returned Tuesposition behind the plate,
Dong” has been stressing offen Friday afternoon following the an | (jay jrom the Drake relays.
o—o
sive plays, hoping that several nual review of the ROTC battalion
“I'm well satisfied with the show
In the first Inning of the Aber scores will be made In tomorrow’s The meet Is climaxed by the award
ing Montana made,” said Harry
Day game, Dick Rlgg, Store short
log of medals and team trophies
game.
Adams,
head track coach, praising
stop, cracked open his finger at
The backtleld men are Improving Friday evening In the Student the work ot the six men who ac
tempting to bu n t He wni not be their ball handling and timing, but Union auditorium.
companied him to Dos Moines.
back with the club untH about
Fessenden Is still looking tor a
Former Stars Here
May 10.
The Grizzly shuttle-hurdle relay
blocking back. Dolan.haa been do
Several of the 1936 scholastic
o—o
ing a good Job aa blocking back, stars are among the freshman nu team, composed ot Doug Brown;
Lefty Hoagland certainly gets
Bob Hileman, Clair Nybo and A1
but "Doug” doesn't want to take meral winners at the university
around. And wherever he goes, he him out of the line. Phil Peterson
Elseleln, topped the hurdles to tln-j
this year. Harry Shatter, formerly I
always leaves behind enthusiastic who has been playing center and
Ish third among a large field of
of Butte Public high school, wasj
boosters for Montana State univer tackle, may be given a chance .at
the nation's best hurdlers. Mon-(
the high point man at last year’s
sity. Last Saturday he organized this position.
tana led until the final lap when
meet. Winning the shot put, plac
a Grizzly Booster club In Great
Blocking is being stressed by ing second In the discus and fourth Nebraska went ahead to take first
Falls. Oshey Devine, prominent ’’Jlggs” Dahlberg and John Sulli
place and Illinois to take second.
in the javelin throw, he amassed
sports fan, and Ted Hodges, Great van. I t ' has been the linemen’s
Jack Rose crossed the finish line
a total of 11 points. Since com
Falls high school coadh, were elec weakest point so far this spring
of the two-mlle race fourth in a
ing to the university he has earned
ted president and vice-president of and they are expected to show Im
field of 39 starters. His time was
numerals In both football and has-1
the newly formed organization provement in their blocking assign
9 minutes and 49 seconds. Rose
ketball. He played tackle on the I
there.
ments In the game tomorrow morn undefeated Cub team of last fall, has chalked up a 9:44.7 for this
o—o
distance
on the home track.
ing.
and guard on the basketball team. |
Similar dubs have been started
Fred Stein placed in the first
Fessenden la working the squad
Jack Pachico, also of Butte Pub
In Kallspell, Whlteflsh, Helena and
hard in order to have them In top lic high, took firsts in the mile and 10 pole vaultsrs. Due to the cold
Hamilton. Their purpose Is to gain
shape for the last game which will half-mile runs to chalk up a total weather this event was held Inside
support for the university’s ath be played during Interacholaatlc
a field house. The height was
of 10 points. He Is now under the
letic program and to keep Mon
started at 12 feet and raised six
week.
tutelage of Track Coach Harry
tana's athletes In Montana. We've
inches at a time. Stein went out
Adams.
got lots to thank Lefty tor. ,
at the 13 foot mark after clearing
one honr and 10 minutes of play,
Winning the 220-yard dash and'
o—o
12 feet 6 Inches. Five vaultsrs tied
o—o
finishing fourth in the “century,”
Baseball’s big show has gone
A. J. Lewandowskl returned last Ernest Boyer of Whlteflsh gained for first after vaulting over 13 feet
through Its first week, and Dizzy week from Lincoln, Nebraska.
Stein has topped 12 feet 10 Inches
a total of seven points. This year
Dean has come through again. De While there he assisted Coach
at the local pit.
ilrty-nlne Candidates Turn Out
be has won consistently In the In
spite his “I love me” chatter, fol
“Biff’ Jones In the Cornhuskers' tramural meets, and Is working
For Cinder Sport and Hake
lowers of the Cards can well be spring football practice. He says
under Adams.
Impressive Showings
pleased with his start this season. interest In Nebraska’s team is so
Jack Hoon, Helena, won first In
In two games he has pitched 19
great
that
every
stadium
seat
has
the
100-yard dash. He played end
Among the 39 candidates who consecutive Innings of shut-out
ft v t c o m fio v t.* *
rve turned out for frosh track baseball. Cincinnati was blanked been sold In advance for the home on the championship Cub team and
games
with
Minnesota,
Oklahoma,
is now working under Coach Doug
ere are a number of men who In 10 Innings, Chicago Cubs In nine.
Kansas and Iowa. “Lew” will Join Fessenden in spring football prac
ow promise of being future varO—O
the coaching staff there next fall, tice.
:y material.
Cincinnati Reds hit the cellar
o—o
Took Points
Boyer, a sprint man, has been with a bang after four straight
In 1935 the first State college
Perry Stenson, Kallspell, took
rnlng In good times for the 100- beatings. Jimmy Wilson's Phillies,
relay meet was won by the Bobcats. second In the 220-yard dash, third
.rd dash. His time of 10.8 sec- picked to finish last, won their
This was the first defeat tor a In the 220-yard low hurdles and
ids makes him one of the out- two openers and played a fast
Grizzly track squad at the hands of
sndlng men on the squad. Jack brand of ball to stay In the first
the Cats In 14 years. This year the
ichlco, a mller from Butte and division.
Bozeman team has White,
Inner In the Interscholastic track
o—o
A Complete
speedster from Flathead, who has
set here last spring, ran the mile
The first fight of the season was the edge on Grizzly sprinters. Vav
Banking Service
4 minutes 40 seconds. Tom staged by Pitcher Lee Grissom of
lch and Wills are powerful shotisenberger, another mller, cov Cincinnati and Catcher A1 Todd of
putters. Other strong Cat contend WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS
ed the distance In 4 minutes 50 Pittsburgh. Each was fined 325 by
ers will be Bruce, high Jumper;
conds.
the commission.
Detroit’s old Doyra, Javelin throw, and Linde
The Western Montana
Harold Watson ran the 120-high clown, OeraTd Walker, made it a
moyer, Schmidt and Doyra, dis
irdles In 17.3 seconds and prom-1 fUu day, getting a single, double,
National Bank
tance men. However, with Brown,
eg to be a serious threat to this triple and a homerun In four tries, Elseleln, Nybo and Hileman run
Missoula, Montana
a r's varsity hurdlers.
o—o
ning the hurdles for the Grizzlies,
AfflUated with
In the high Jump Bnrgess nosed
Young Bob Feller, Cleveland's
the Bobcats won’t have much
First Bank Stock Corporation
it Seyler, a varsity man, by r0okle strike-out king of last year, chance of winning these events, as
earing the bar a t 6 feet 9 Inches jogt jj|s first start to the St. Lonls
they did In 1935,
The weight men have turned In BrowI)8, 4-3. Nevertheless, he had
Ir distances with Ma!ahowskl Uanned 11 batters In six Innings
irllng the discus 115 feet and Leo w|,en he pulled a muscle tn his
regory tossing the shot 36 feet. arnj an(j was forced to leave the
ulshowskl In his 115-foot heave I |10x physicians say that the Iowi
d not use the spin and as soon gchoolboy'a “inillion-dollar” arm
he has mastered this turn his wju ^e ready tor action in a few
lance Is expected to be greatly days,
reased.
1
o—o
The men have been working on
Another rookie leads In strike
rather than distance and time oul8 for the opening week. Cliff
id as soon as they have bettered j | e|t0n, Baltimore's contribution to
elr timing, starts and co-ordlna- t|,e Giants, tanned 18 Boston Bees
>n they will endeavor to set some y,e other day.
cords that will make the varsity
o—o
n sit up and take notice.
I wpest tube* baseball, originated j
■—--------at the University of Florida, bad
____ T m n i i C n H
I Its ftmt trial Monday. The Idea of
rat e m i t } T
,
'
Ithe new form of the game Is to
Tourneys to Start Soon 1eliminate waste of time between In__——___
j nings. Principal rules provide penInterfraternlty golf and tennis jaltle. for team, d r y in g the game:
urnaments will begin next week, allow t e m p e r ;
of a
ivrrv Adams, minor sport* dlrec-! f lc h e r , eliminate -warm - np
announced yesterday. All fra-1 pitches and baa the rastomary
rnlties destriou. of entering j handling of
J '™
uns should see Adams as soon as follow ings, o n t Spectate* w e«
< 7 L m W > }L r

Eight Are Out

Of Grid Battle

Due to Hurts

Morris and Forte Star
Against Interfratemity
Men Aber Day

Grizzlies Back

From R elays

Perform W ell

played on South Higgins avenue
ball park Aber day.
After two scoreless Innings, the
All-Stars took the lead, getting two
runs, only to have Morris, Store
team first baseman, chalk up three
runs on a circuit clont over the
left field fence. Again In the
fourth, the Interfratemity boys
took advantage of a misjudged
throw and an error to score three
rans. Undaunted, the Store team
tied the score when Forte batted In
two men.
Nick Mariana, who replaced Ol
son In the third, carried most of
the pitching assignment for the
store team, while McColloch flipped
the pellet for the All-Stars. Rleder
and Gustafson were the mainstays
at bat for the losers, Morris and
SchmoU for the winners. Don
Vaupel sparkled In left field for
the Interfratemity team.
The box score:
All Stars—
AB H R E
Wysel, 2 b............ .... 4 0 1 0
Newton, c .......... .... 3 0 1 0
Jens, r f ............... .... 2 0 0 0
.... 2

Vaupel, If .......... .... 3
Nugent, I f ....... . .... 1

1
0

1
0

0
0

uci/s

1 N. Mariana, Rleder 2. Gustafson.

Greene, 3b —
Gustafson, ss
Wheaton, lb
Rleder, c t ___
McColloch, p ..
•Rothwell __

1 Innings pitched—Olson 3, Mariana
1 5, McColloch 7. Struck out—by
0! Mariana 7, by Olsen 3. by McCol1 loch 3. Bases on balls—oft MartOi an* 1, off McColloch 7. Umpire*—
— iSalansky and Leibach.

T o ta ls...................29 6 9
'Batted for Newton.
University Store— AB R H
J. Mariana. 2b .
Rlgg, s s -------SchmoU, 3 b __
Singleton, If ._
Ahders, r f ___
Lundberg, rf ..
Morris, s s -lb ....
Myers, cf-c .....
Rogers, c-cf ...
N. Mariana, p ..
Olson, p _____
Forte, l b ____

Phene 2388

o n don

gg cid get underway.

STANWYCK
MtCREA — ,

OttfciAfi enm

THHemonev
•*. * u

LLO Y D N O U N

LADIES’ TOP HEEL LIFTS

23c

OWL SHOW
SATURDAY

Have us clean your shoes with
our special whitenizlng process.

Sunday and Monday

Colling Shoe Shop

WILMA

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.
115-119 W. Front. Phones 2181, 3416

WHOLESALE and RETAIL MEATS
If i t ’s meat, we have it.
Our produota are proooaaed under atate inspection, which
ii your guarantee of Health and Sanitation.
BRANCHES

Missoula Market
.126 N. Higgins
Phone 2197

Model Market
309 N. Higgins
Phone 2835

Don’t
Take a
Chance!
Why gamble your sight when protection can be obtained so

LOUNGE-"

$2450to$40°°

< f. i f

S P E C IA L !

rosh Tracksters
Prom ise Varsity
Speedy Material

I

KhsSlSl

T o ta ls ...... ............30 11 9
Score by innings:
All-Stars ...............
002 301Store team ................. 003 233—11
Summary: Two - base hit —
Schmoil Three-base hit—Gustaf
son. Homerun—Morris. Runs bat
ted In—Singleton, Morris 3, Forte,

For

FURNITURE
FLOOR COVERING
PAINT and FLOOR WAX

NOW PLATING

easily and economically?
An

I.E.S. STUDY
LAMP
on your table is an investment that

See this new study
lamp now on display
at our showroom.
1. W ide opening at the top o t the
•hade throw s lig h t to ceilin g
and eliminate# shadow#.
2. Glass redactor softens light,
prevents
glare*

will bring you large returns. You’ll
be able to study longer and read long
er with less eye-strain. Now, if ever,
is the time to take heed of the import
ance of your eyes.
Call us up and have a study lamp
brought to you for a trial! Study
with it for a week or so and see if
what we say ahout it is not true.

IM P O R T A N T — le sere te M
for the evfherised cerftteofleo tag
on the lomp yev hay. It Isa*! aa

LI.S.Bettor light lamp If ll deeea*!
have thl* tag.

The Montana Power Co.

Friday, April 80, lg
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School Heads
W ill Convene
At University
O ut-of-State Educational
Leaders Are Expected
To Attend Session
Montana's educational conterence
on education problems Is scheduled
to convene on the campus July 12,
13 and 14 In connection with the
summer school session, according
to Freeman Daughters, dean of the
education school.
The conference Is attracting
many well-known educators from
outside states. Presidents of Mon
tana state educational Institutions
and various members of the sum
mer session staff will be asked to
participate in the conterence pro
gram.
Leading speakers will Include
prominent educators and school
administrators from seven states.
Dr. J. V. Breltwieser, dean of the
school of education and director of
the graduate division at the Uni
versity of North Dakota; Dr. C. R.
Maxwell, dean of the college of
education at the University ot
Wyoming; Dr. Clifford Woody, edu
cator from the University of Mich
igan; Dean A. A. Cleveland from
the school ot education at Wash
ington State college; Dean J. R.
Jewell of the education school at
the University of Oregon; Presi
dent Mervln 0. Neale of the Uni
versity of Idaho; Dr. L. D. Coff
man, president of the University of
Minnesota, and Dr. M. D. Showalter, former state superintendent of
Washington, will be the main
speakers at the three-day confer
ence.
“It is expected that from 100 to
200 school men and women will
come in for some or all of the pro
grams during the conterence days
besides sdme in attendance at the
summer session,” said Dean Daugh
ters.
Conference programs will con
sist of discussions of educational
problems pertinent to Montana ele
mentary, secondary and higher
education levels. An abundant op
portunity will be provided for dis
cussion, according to Dean Daugh
ters.
Dean Daughters, initiator and di
rector of the education summer
school session conference, has been
in charge of the conference since
Its beginning on the Montana cam
pus in 1932.
“Every effort Is being made to
continue the records ot the past
years by making the programs
highly worthwhile," Dean Daugh
ters emphasized. A banquet will
probably be held during or at the
conclusion of 'the conference. A
motion picture program may also
be arranged.

Sunday Is Final
Newman Meeting
Club to Travel to St. Ignatius
For Annual Pilgrimage
Announcement has been made
that the last Newman club meeting
of the year will be Sunday, May 2.
“Since we will have our last
meeting Sunday Instead of May 16,
I hope that all those who have
made a pledge toward the Newman
Foundation will pay It now so we
will be able to carry on the work
which we have so well started. We
are at the present time making
plans to incorporate,” Joe McDow
ell, Deer Lodge, chairman of the
Foundation, said yesterday.
The club is to hold Its annual
pilgrimage and picnic May 23.
Members will Journey to St. Ig
natius for Mass and then on to
Flathead lake for the picnic.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Doctor Writes

What Ho!— Spring?
Main Hall Clock Gets
Tonch of Fever as Balmy
I Days Arrive

Research Data

There seemed to be a bit of dis
agreement in the upper reaches of
Main hall Monday morning.
The hands on the south face of
the clock pointed to 8 o’clock. The
west side ot the clock Insisted on
8:06. The north side held out for
8:10. The east side had nothing
to say.
Opinion varied. One passerby
suggested the north side was going
on daylight saving time. Another
figured the east side was on a sitdown strike. A third decided the
works had a tummy ache. A fourth
snorted disgustedly, “It thinks It’s
a cuckoo clock.”
The maintenance department in
sisted that no subversive influences
were at work. Besides, any such
Influence would have had to get
through two locked doors to reach
the works of the clock—unless it,
or they, did some neat human-fly
ing. And, besides that, it Is a
worthy old clock and if it wanted
to cut some capers It had a perfect
right to do just that.
Old timers didn’t dismiss It bo
lightly. They shook their heads.
The clock, a gift by A. J. Gibson,
architect for the first group of uni
versity buildings, had been the
victim of a mysterious attack back
lh 1910, they recalled.
Early one morning, Dick Kessler,
general mechanic, now chief en
gineer, was awakened by the night
watchman who had discovered that
—horrors—the hands of the clock
were gone!
Kessler hurriedly made a set of
wooden hands and mounted them.
When the students came to school
the clock ticked on and no one was
the wiser. No action was taken
when the culprit—some say genius
—was caught and the hands recov
ered. In following years many ad
mired and wistfully wondered how
he did It.
.
Today, old-timers scratched their
heads and wondered. Was It acci
dental that the clock was out of
line Monday, or was the ghost of
1910 at work?

Violet Thomson
To Review Book
English Professors to Be Guests
Of Club at Tea
Tea will be served at an open
meeting of the Student Union Book
club next Tuesday at 4 o’clock in
the Eloise Knowles room, at which
Professor L. B. Mirrielees, Profes
sor and Mrs. H. G. Merrlam, Pro
fessor and Mrs. E. L. Freeman, Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Murphy and Dean
Mary Elrod Ferguson will be
guests.
Mrs. Violet Thomson will review
“Drums Along the Mohawk” by
Walter D. Edmonds. This novel Is
a recent book-of-the-month suc
cess, which concerns the American
revolution as It affected the farm
ers In the frontier section, when,
unaided, they withstood the raids
of the British regulars from Can
ada and the Iriquols from the sur
rounding country. The battle of
Orlskany In 1777 plays an Import
ant part.
Anyone who is interested Is cor
dially Invited.

For Magazine
Medical Journal Publishes
Hesdorffer’s Article
On Lens Growth
An article by Dr. Meredith Hesdorffer, university resident physi
cian, appeared In a recent issue of
the Archives of Opthamology. The
article, based upon his research,
states that there are two distinct
phases in the postnatal growth In
mass and volume of the lens of the
human eye, with a slow and steady
growth period taking place from
adolescence to old age.
In Infancy and early childhood
the lens grows much like a number
of other structures associated with
the nervous system, Dr. Hesdorffer
says. Thereafter, slow and steady
growth begins. The continued
growth of the lens through middle
and old age may be associated with
die loss of elasticity In this struc
ture.
Dr. Hesdorffer did the research
work In conjunction with Dr. Rich
ard E. Scammon of the University
of Minnesota. It Is a continuation
of the study of the growth of the
human nervous system which Dr.
Hesdorffer and Dr. Scammon have
divided Into several sections, re
search articles on several of which
already have been published.
“It appears that the weight and
probably the volume of the lens
show a curious pattern of growth,”
the article says. “In infancy and
early childhood the growth follows
the pattern common to most parts
of both the central and the peri
pheral (external) nervous system.
But thereafter growth Is continued
at a steady rate, whereas most
structures associated with the
nervous system approach or reach
their definitive size In the second
decade.”
Results of the research used as
a basis for the article were ob
tained by an examination of the
available published data on the
weights and volumes of 230 fresh
and presumably normal human
lenses, supplemented by the rec
ords of the weight of the lenses of
ten new-born children.
These data were believed suffi
cient to permit tracing a curve for
the postnatal growth of the lens,
but not sufficiently extensive to
warrant analytic treatment of the
records for subjects In the first
decade.

Cigarettes
LUCKIE8 — CHESTERFIELDS
CAMELS — OLD GOLDS

Tots Take Serum
And Receive Toy
For Being Brave

Last Shackster Graduates
Regretfully Bid “Goodbye”

I hate to leave the old “Shack”
Diptherln and Smallpox Vaccines
but I'm glad to get out of school,
Given to YfPA Nursery Pupils)
seems
to be the general feeling’ ot
Mantoux Test Later
the graduating seniors of the Jour
Monday was a brave day for the nalism school. This will be the
youngsters at the Nursery school. last class to graduate from the
They received the serum for dlp- "Shack,” so, of course, there Is
more sentimentality connected with
therla and smallpox. Though two
or three cried, most of the chil their leaving..
Below are the feelings of some
dren showed unusual valor "in the
new experience, attendants said. ot the senior students put In their
Several even boasted that they own words:
“didn’t cry.” Mrs. Barnett, super
Bob Lathrop: It seems a distinc
visor ot the school, said that they tion to be graduating with the last
will later receive the Mantoux test. class from the old “Shack.” The
As a reward for their bravery the tradition and spirit ot the place is
children have received a new toy going to be harder to move than
called the “Cllmb-away,” a bright the furniture.
ly colored ladder structure in the
Bob Larson: In a way I am sorry
nursery playground.
that I am graduating because the
Mrs. Barnett said that the chil new journalism building will be
dren have shown much progress here next year, the new press fa
In self Improvement At first their cilities, laboratories, library and
daily Cod Liver oil was very dis everything In It will be so much
tasteful. Now only a few find It better than those we have at pres
difficult to take.
e n t However, I don’t think that
The boys and girls are served the new building will ever have the
their lunch In cafeteria style and same gang spirit or the same unity
must carry their food to their table. or school pride that has prevailed
She said that only two or three since the beginning of the school.
plates have been broken during the Other than all the friends I must
year.
leave, I am glad It’s over.
The children are allowed to do as
they please and thus they become
self expressive. Just the other day
someone noticed that the rock fire
place would make a convenient
climb.

Benny Bergeson: The "Shack”
has played a great part In the de
velopment of Montana Journalism
and It will stand along in my mem
ory as a tribute to Dean A. L. Stone
and his untiring work. I am happy
and proud to be a member of the
last graduating class from "our
shack.” May the present students
carry the shack spirit to Stone
hall and may the future stu
dents do their part In carrying on
and Teveailng this traditional spirit.
Frank Ventura: The problems
uppermost In my mind, now that
the day of leaving the university
Is approaching, Is how to begin
making use of the sacrifices and
time wasted during the four years
of college life. The college work
which has been in the nature of
preparation has its trials, but I feel
that post-graduation carries more
weighty responsibility to myself
and to my parents who must be
compensated for the efforts so un
selfishly given me.
Louise Elseleln: I’m glad that
my four years are almost over but
I’ll be sorry to say "goodbye to
the “Shack." I hope that the em
bryo journalists who move next

DANCE

Miss Platt Discusses
Diet for Children

year Into Stone hall carry in the
feeling of unity that we have had.
Marge Nelson: I have thoroughly
enjoyed all four years ot my work
In the "shack.” I sincerely hope
that the "shack” spirit—which
Shacksters know really does exist
—will go with the Bfhool of Jour
nalism Into the new building.
Les Dana: Well, we’re the last
graduating class in the old “shack.”
It’s seen a lot of nice people and
a lot of nice things have happened
here. I hope that the "shack”

The self-supporting
socks with LAb'i'EX
tops to hold them up.
C o m fo r ta b le . . •
smooth fitting.
Ask to see the sea
son’s smart new col
o r s a n d p a tt e r n s .
T h e y a r e tr u ly th e
smartest socks for the
smartest ensembles.

N igh t

THE AVALON

Miss Anne Platt, professor of
home economics, spoke Tuesday to
the Btudy group of the Roosevelt
Parent-Teachers’ association on
diet for growing children. She
emphasized dally food requirements
and food habits as being general
factors In Influencing nutrition of
the child, the type of Individual,
food habits and social and mental
factors In building of the normal
child.

THE

Andy Anderson and His Band

HUB

With Entertainers

MISSOULA'S FAVORITE DANCE SPOT

GEO. T. HOWARD

Ran 2 Record-Smashing 440 Yd. Dashes in One Day
RAY ELUNWOOD,

HE DUPLICATED

sensational track
star of the Univer
sity of Chicago,
dipped .3 second
off the world’s in
d o o r 440-yard
dash record in his
first college meet

the feat 20 min
utes later as an
chor man on the
relay team. Ray’s
start enables him
to jump into the
lead at the crack
of the gun.
ij

2 Packages 25c

JUST IMAGINE breakic

almost explosive power.
And keeps driving!

dgued at exam-time,”
says Bob Sommerville
(left), college senior.
’’W hen I’m tired, a
Camel gives me a ’lift’
in energy, bucks up
my spirits, and helps
me sail along with
pep to spare.”

FIFTIES
Luckies, Chesterfields, Old Golds

29c

“ Please add me to the ath
letes who get a ‘ lift’ with
a Camel” — Ray Ellinwood
NEVER fully realized just how
much ’Geta“lift” with . Cam.)’
meant to me until I tan two
world record-breaking quarters
in one afternoon,” Ray continues.
‘That’s the time I put on my
supreme effort. Afterwards a
Camel helped me pull myself to
gether-helped me change over
from being tired to feeling full
of pep. And that night I ate
heartily and digested my meal
as well as ever. This convinced
me 100% on the value of enjoy
ing Camels ’for digestion’s sake.’In every line of endeavor—ac
tive,hard-workingmen and women
light up Camels to renew their
vim and energy—to add more en
joyment to mealtimes—and to
ease strain and tension.

I

Smith Drug Store
South Side Pharmacy

We Have Them!

the world’s record twi<
die same day! That taki
stamina and endurance!
high order.

IN TH E FIR S T FEW
STRIDES, Ray unleashes

“ IT S EASY to get fii-

$1.22 Carton

W H O O P IES

spirit of comradeship ca” ’IeB
to the new building and It snoi
for there will be the same P"
and three classes of students
have worked in the old "shack.
Virginia Hamblet, this year s i
Itor of the Montana Kaimin:
are getting the “shack" a new dr
—not leaving It behind,
“shack” means a lot more than J

EVERY HOUR’ S A BUSY
ONE for attractive Claire

Huntington {right), public
stenographer. "Yes, it’s a
strain,” she says, “but no
matter how tired I get,
smoking a Camel brings
back my energy. Although
I smoke a lot. Camels never
jangle my nerves.”

❖
S U R V EY O R William Barrett

A LL SH APES AND
SIZES

{left) speaking: “I get in a lot of
Camel smoking during the day.
When I begin to feel below par,
it’s me for a Camel and that in
vigorating ’lift’ in energy."

Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted
DR. FRANK BORG, Optometrist

Dr. Emerson Stone
Osteopathle Physician
Rooms 8-9, Higgins Building
Office 2321
Home 4994

Dr. A. G. Whaley

* 2 5 ..* 5 0
WHY WALK?
“ JACK OAKIE’S
COLLEGE”

•>

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 B. Broadway—Phone 4104

Dr. Georgia Costigan
Chiropodist
206 Wilma

H. O. Bell Co.

MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER, JR.,

prominent in New York society, says:
“It’s wonderful, when you're tired, to
get a cheering ’lift' with a Camel.”

A gala ahow with Jack Oakie
m anias the ''college''! Holly
wood comediana and slogiog
star. I Join Jack Oakle'a Col*
lege. Tuesdays—8:3l)pmE.S.T.
(9:30 pm E.D.S.T.), 7:30 pm
C.S.T., 6:30 pm M.S.T., 3:30
pm F.S.T., over WABC-CBS.

Oserslcet. uei, fc j.far

C ostlierJobaccos —

Camels are
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS... Turkish and Domestic... than
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Class of ’40 Enters into Campus Swing
Glory Morin Aids
With Brisk Tempo; Many in Activities
In Writing Book

It?s Not As Big As It Looks!

Dr. Paul Dengler to Feature First
May Convocation; Only Three More

Page Fire

Vienna Educator Scheduled Tentatively for May 6;
Next Assembly Will Take Place May 20

About Fifty Freshmen Have Earned Masquer Points
While Many Men Show Promise in Athletics

Dr. Paul L. Dengler of Vienna will be the principal speaker at
a convocation May 6, according to a tentative ichedrle drawn up
to date by the Public Exercises committee. Dr. Dengler is the
founder of the Austro-American Institute o f Education in
Vienna and since 1026, Its director.'

The class of ’40 has swung into Montana university life fullheartedly and with a brisk tempo, being well represented in all
.
...
,
"
extra-currtcular activities open to freshmen. Unusually active
are some of them. Reports from Donal Harrington show that

A leader of educational expertm enu from 1018 to 1928, a lecturer
and Carnegie professor, Dr. Deng
ler Is expected to be an Interest
ing speaker.
There will be no convocation May
19 because of the Interscholastic
Track Meet. On May 20, there will More Pulntlngs to Be Dlsplsyed
be a student convocation. The
Next Week st Student
third and last convocation will
Unloa Building
take place In Thursday, June 3,
and will be the awards convoca
The Tom Moore oil paintings and
tion.
pencil sketches In the Copper room
of the Student Union building will
Glee Club Will Sing
end today and will be replaced by
At Medal Awarding an exhibition of 30 oil paintings by
contemporary artlsU.
The Men's Glee club, under the
The group of ploturee selected
direction of Dean DeLoss Smith, for the exhibit by Living American
will present a 15 minute program Art, Inc., of New York City will
Friday evening, May 14, at the open here and In 300 cities through
awarding of medals on the final out the United States. The first
night of track m eet
showing will take place at the Stu
“Rock of Liberty," a cantata to dent Union Copper room next Sun
have been presented by the A Ca- day between 2 o'clock and 5 o’clock
pella choir, has been postponed every afternoon.
until after the track meet.
Tbta showing is the fourth In the
series Inaugurated six months ago
Plans for an annual spring picnic which was attended by more than
are being made by the Pharmacy half a million people In 300 cities
club. No definite date has been se t In 46 sUtes, thus constituting the
most ambitious venture ever under
taken for widespread distribution
In America for works of fine art.
By means of the collotype process,
reproductions have been made of
selected American paintings. The
process Is uniquely faithful In
every detail of line and color and
Is endorsed by experts as the best
now known.
The group of pictures Included
In tbls showing Is the last of four
such groups to be exhibited by Liv
ing American Art during the year
1936-1937. Forty-eight pictures are
selected each year for reproduc
tion. In every Instance the paint
ers are alive and working In this
country. The jury which selects
these pictures Includes three well
known artists, Louis Bouche, Alex
ander Brook and Adolf Dehn, and
Professor Hughes Mearns of New
York university.
The pictures Introduced this year
will be purchased by the Fine Arts
department A display of student
work will follow In the near future.

Artists Exhibition
In Copper Room
W ill End Today

Sigma Delta Chi, national men's
Journalism professional, observed
| charter day today with luncheon In
the large meeting room of the Stu
dent Union building.

_______________

oiory Morin, graduated from the
home economics department in
1834, has been working In conjunc-

**on *****

A Qealey, Dr.

«*'*« z*ho">w,u
Katherine
M. Howell In compiling a pamP(,let on Beta-Lactose In Infant
feedings. hich was published re
cently In the Archives of Pedi
atrics.
After her graduation from this
school, Miss Morin served as an
Interne In dietetics at Mitchell
Riese hospital In Chicago. Upon
the completion of her course, she
was admitted to the regular staff
in pediatrics, where she has since
been working.

♦about fifty freshmen hare earned
points for Masquers this year. A
number have been pledged and Ini
tiated. Freshmen turned out more
talent for Varsity Varieties than
any other class. In the show
"Rhythm Rhapsody," 40 of the 64
girls are freshmen, and a high per
Lelchner, Coy and Knowles Also centage of the class will partici
pate In May Fete.
Get Offices at Meeting
Tomorrow members of the freshman class will climb Mount Sentinel to paint the M. In the above
Wednesday Night
picture, the artist has sketched the M for emphasis so don’t let this keep yon In bed tomorrow morning,
Freshmen have been especially
Frozh.
active In sports. Woodburn Brown,
Earl Martell, Missoula, was elec football manager, reports he has 37
MAY DAY
ted president of Press club at the freshman athletes, all good ma-l
regular meeting Wednesday eve terlaL In the women’s field, fresh
Who Did It?
ning. Loralne Coy, Laurel, was men have done exceptionally well.
— At the—
HI Aber Day Almost Wasn’t
named vice-president, and Mary Approximately 100 are WAA mem
When M Men Find Clapper
R
O
CKAW AY
Lelchner, Mlssonla, secretary. Bev bers. Frances Jensen, Great Falls,
Of Bell Gone
Saturday Night, May 1
erly Knowles, Missoula, was elec was one member of the winning
team In the telegraphic swim meet.
ted treasurer.
Select your own numhen.
A bell heralds In Aber day and
Kappa and Delta Gamma Dispatch
Dr. J. W. Severy of the biology Freshman women won the inter
activity comemncee all over the
Delegates to Gatherings |
class basketball tournament In the I Floor Show—Floor Prises
department
gave
a
talk
on
’’Jourcampus,
but
this
year’s
Aber
day
One Meeting Here
Virginia Walters to Serve nallsm Today as Seen by tbe Lay tall and are showing great Interest
First ten couples before 9:80
was not heralded In by the famil
admitted FREE!
As Ex-officio Member man.” He spoke of reportorlal In the coming baseball events.
Saturday and Sunday will be con iar ringing of the bell, because the
When asked about his debate
work
with
just
a
running
story
of
bell
clapper
was
stolen
last
Mon
vention week-end for three campus
Of Central Board
team,
E.
H.
Henrikson
said,
"Of
the
events as no longer being enough
sororities, with a Delta Delta Delta day night
as the writer's background shows three members of the team, two
meeting here, a Kappa Kappa Gam Tuesday morning, M club men
Aber day elections held the In- In bis story. The writer today are freshmen.”
ma convention In Moscow, Idaho, who pulled on the rope that rings terest of the Associated Women
Other activities such as the Stu
and a Delta Gamma gathering In the bell in the tower were amazed gtudents this week. Their amend- must understand the differences In dent Union Book club, Glee club,
Short?
policy of the Trotskyists and Sta
Spokane, Washington.
when the ancient bell failed to ring ment ^ the ASMSU constitution, llnlsts and comment on the trend , an<* band haT« man>r underclassFor the first time, state Trl Delta above them.
, proposing to make the president of in his stories.
men amon* thelr m®mborsalumnae and actives will convene
Investigation by members of j AWS an ex-officio member of CenDr. Severy believes that m ore;
here Saturday. Beginning their ac Maintenance Engineer T. G. Swear- tral board was passed by a large
important
than
the
technical
Jourj
Jeffrey
Takes Position
tivities at noon with a no-host ingen's office disclosed that the j majority. Virginia Lou Walters,
it/ m
n
luncheon at the Student Union lock on the trap-door leading to the j newly-elected president of AWS, nalism courses today are the background cultural studies of history,
With
Denver Company
lunchroom, those attending the con tower was torn off, and t^at the j wju serve as the ex-offlclo member
art,
music,
languages
and
eco
vention will continue with meetings clapper to the bell was gone.
J for the next year. At the conven- nomics.
Edward W. “Red” Jeffrey has
and conferences In the afternoon.
Mr. Swearingen would like t o ; tton in Los Angeles, California, last
People today are demanding that I taken a position with the Charles
Following a buffet-dinner at the know how the vandals got through | month, it was disclosed that Monjournalism become a profession |
Wells Music company of Denchapter house, the meeting will an onter office which was locked tana was the only university at
and not Just a trade or vocation, j ver»Colorado. Jeffrey will be head
conclude with attendance at the and so would “Wink" Avery, at- Jwhich AWS did not have a repreThe Press club field trip was an- Jdemonstrator of the Hammond elecspring musical, ‘‘Rhythm Rhap tached to Mr. Swearingen's office sentative on the student governing
nounced for Sunday, May 23, and tr,c organ. He received his trainsody.”
as custodian of the keys. Mr. Avery I board.
the place will be the remount |
on Die organ at the University
Virginia Lou Walters and Eliza stated that the matter is becoming
Alberta Wickware, Valier, was station.
of Montana under the instruction
beth Schultz left yesterday tor most embarrassing for him.
elected May queen. She is a mem*
L /f
of Mrs. Florence Smith.
Moscow as delegates to represent
Mr. Swearingen states that stu- ber of Alpha Phi sorority. Other
the local Kappa Kappa Gamma dent convocations were heralded, candidates who will serve as atHere’s Your Lengthl
chapter at their province conven with this clapper and that until | tendants to the queen a re : Mary
tion there. They were accompanied it is returned he expresses doubt Alice McCullough, Eureka; Teresa
Students intending to withdraw
by Janet Dion, Helen Hoernlng, for future convocations. He says I Soltero, Lewistown; Hazel Rice,
Ruby Mae Flint, Loyola Donahoe, that considerable work was in- Great Falls. The queen will be from a course must do so officially, I MATINEE 16c ;EVENINGS 26c
by
securing the proper signatures
Mary Elizabeth Sandford, Kathryn volved in procuring another one, crowned at May Fete, June 6.
on a "change of enrollment" card,
Today and Saturday
McCarthy, Hope Galusha, Margaret and "would the person or persons
Virginia Lou Walters, chairman which must then be returned to
Lucy and Charlotte Randall.
OLE OLSEN t CHIC JOHNSON
who took it have their initials filed of May Fete, announced Monday
SILK ST O C K IN G S
window
No.
2
of
the
registrar’s
of
—In—
Ten women from the local chap thereon and then return same?" No that practices for the Maypole
fice. Each quarter there are sev
era made to fit your Lag
ter went to Spokane yesterday to questions will be asked.
dance had begun and plans for the eral students who receive “F’s" in ‘Country Gentlemen’
attend the district convention of Mr. Swearingen stated that a re affair were progressing rapidly.
at wall at your Foot!
A Lnff Blot
courses
from
which
they
thought
Delta Gamma. Helen Lane Is to be ward is offered.
Grace Nelson, Shelby, chairman of they had withdrawn by reason of |
Plug
the official representative. She
Lantern parade, announced that their not attending class. In order j
MARGOT GRAHAME
and the other women, Clayre
committees will be appointed in the that no mistake be made, the stu
Scearce, Grace Scearce, Laura Mur
near future. Lantern parade is dent wishing to withdraw from a |
"Night
Waitress"
phy, Marjorie Ensteness, Marjorie
held in honor of senior women. course should notify the registrar
Harris, Dorothy Pat O’Brien, Dor
New AWS officers will be installed in the described manner.
othy Bodlne, Ann Carey and Ruth
start* Sunday
that same evening.
Contrary to the general opinion, i
Wolff, plan to return Sunday.
Schools Conducting Elimination
Old and new officers and repre students wishing to withdraw from
GRACE MOORE
Contests Now
sentatives of AWS will be guests a course because of falling work
FRANCHOT TONE
at a banquet May 6, in the Student are not required to pay the $2 with
—In—
Entries for the debate and dec Union building. Jeanne Mueller, drawal fee.
“ The King Steps Out”
lamation contests in the Interscho- Missoula, is in charge of general
Alpha Kappa Psi, national com With an Academy Award win
lastic meet will be in by May 1, arrangements.
mercial honorary, is to meet In the ning
Herbarlnm Specimens and Results according to Professor E. H. HenCentral board room Friday at 7:30
“ March of Time”
rikson, who is director of these
8«nt to Washington
o'clock.
events. Elimination contests are Seventeen Men Join
And “Color Rhapsody”
There will be an Interfraternity
Dean Charles E. Mollett Is com now being conducted in the schools
Dahlberg for Practice council meeting in the Eloise
pleting researches on a project In of the state to pick representatives.
Knowles room, Friday evening at 7
collaboration with the Bureau of Until the deadline, the number of
More than seventeen men, includ o’clock.
Plant Industry, division of Medic contestants will not be known.
All color team managers of Val
ing freshmen and upperclassmen,
inal and Poisonous Plant Investi The preliminaries in debate com have reported for the spring bas ley Play day will meet at the j
gations, Washington, D. C„ which petition will be held Wednesday, ketball practice. Coach George women's gym at 8:30 o’clock Sat
has covered a period of three years. May 12, and the finals Friday eve “Jiggs” Dahlberg, assisted by Jim urday morning.
Seed medicinal plants of the high ning. The declamation prelim Brown, by having scrimmage games
Students may change their ASM
mountains of Tibet were furnished inaries will be Thursday morning three times a week, have been able SU tickets for "Rhythm Rhapsody"
the school of pharmacy because of track meet week, and the finals, to determine what the men can do. reserve seats Friday evening or
the garden here was the highest Thursday evening.
Once a week the upperclassmen Saturday morning.
In altitude of all government sup
meet the freshmen in a practice
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers
ported gardens in the United President Scheduled
game. Fast breaking has been
States.
stressed in all practice sessions.
To Speak in Billings The men who are taking part in
Besides the results and herb
arium specimens sent to Washing
spring practice are J. Mariana, R
Meet Your Friends at the
President George Finlay Sim Thomson, Holmquist, Miller, Chum
ton, the department has reserved
duplicates for future use In tbe mons will leave Missoula for Bil rau, Robinson, Sundqulst, Ryan
lings next Tuesday where he is Shields, Merrick, Galles, B. Thomp
school.
scheduled to make a series of ad son, Rae Greene and Ray Brown
That's all I
dresses. President Simmons will
Traditions Committee
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers
speak at a dinner meeting of the
Plans Track SOS Junior Chamber of Commerce
Wednesday noon. Thursday morn
Preparations are being made by ing he will address an assembly of
the Traditions committee to hold the Billings high school students
an SOS (Singing on the Steps) Fri and at noon he will be a* guest
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT IS UNIVERSITY NIGHT
day. May 14, during the annual In speaker of the Lion's club at a
terscholastic Track meet on the | Mother’) Day program. President
campus.
Simmons plans to return to the!
Leroy “Chink" Seymour, chair- university Thursday night
man of the committee, said that the I
— ____ ___ ,
"Montana’* Finest Tavern"
tradition of. the "Hello" walk from
Counselor of Fraternity
the law school to the library
CLEAN ENTERTAINMENT IN A CLEAN PLACE FOR CLEAN PEO PLE
YO U R L A U N D R Y H O M E A N D R E T U R N
To Come Here May 8
seemed to have declined and was
W E E K L Y by nation-wido Railway Express. Swift,
not being observed at present.
E. Davison of the University |
safe, sure. Enjoyed by thousands in hundreds of collages,
CO-OPERATING
of Idaho, Moscow, district counat low economical cost. Remember, prompt pick-up and
■
— ■
selor of Alpha Kappa Psi, national I
delivery, always without extra charge. In all cities and
The Pharmacy staff will co-op- commercial fraternity, will meet
principal towns. For immediate and college*year
I erate with the National and State with the local chapter here on May |
Pharmaceutical societies, in their 8. Professor E. R. Sanford of the
service, phone the nearest office of Railway Express.
outlined summer programs. The ] business administration school has
128 East Fro at Street
Phone 2547
American Pharmaceutical assocla- been nationally recognized by be-1
Depot Office: Northern Pacific Depot—Pheae 2548
I tion will meet in New York City ing appointed chairman of the ritMissoula, Montana
I in August and the Montana Phar- ual and emblem committee of the
I maceutical association will meet in | grand chapter. An initiation was
Saader Johnson
George Janke
Frank Spon, Flap.
I Butte In July.
I held on April 23 for Dale Rankin,
IT PAY8 TO LOOK WELL
I
........... —I Missoula; Robert Mountain. Shel- j
'V E S C T
A number of seniors in the phar- by; Robert Ball, Red Lodge; Henry
Ag en cy
nubcy school are preparing for j Hoellein, Three Forks; Glenn Pm -|
Corner H ln ta i and Broadway
semi-annual licensing examinations ther, Billings, and Joe Crisafnlll,
IN A T I O N W I D E
RAIL-AIR SERVICE I
I to be held in Missoula in June.
»Glendive.

Martell Elected
To Presidency
Of Press Club

Three Sororities
Are Taking Part
In Conventions

Majority Pass

Balloon Dance

AW S Change

In Constitution

Medium?

Notices

COM M UNITY

MOJUD

85c to $l.0 0

Debate Entries
Complete May 1

M ollett Completes
Plant Research

WOOLEN

Kittendorff’s

SKIRTS
FOR

Specializing in

J.98

Fine Diamonds
and

SPRING
i style a classic I The

Reliable Watches

of skirt you can w ay
any blouse I Flannels
hecks. Bright and contive colors. 25" to 34 .

Buy now for Graduation!
Across from Penney's

l?i fii B if f * c0

LA T E S T R E C O R D S

3

for

*1

Dickinson Piano Co.
218 Higgins Ave.

DO NT MISS IT!!

The GRAND OPENING
of
Montanas Most Modern
Garage and Service Station

S A T U R D A Y , MAY 1
f j t e Opening Danoa. Fnday Night, April 30

Fisher-Kraabel Co.
301 W est Broadway

Hamburger King

P ark n. park

RAI LWAYglEXPRE S S

TRAIL BARBER SHOP

Friday, April 80,1887

M edic’s L ife

Hoagland Ties

Organizes Club

G rizzly Fans

Is Described
By Bourdeau

In Quake City

Nominees for President
Are Hazelrigg, Midkiff;
Election in May

Boosters’ Club of Helena
Formed by Enthusiastic
Capital Crowd

Speaking on qualifications for
pre-medics students and life in a
medical school. Dr. Edward J.
Bourdeau did his best to discourage
squeamish aspirants who attended
the last Pre-Medics club meeting,
Wednesday, April 28, at which of
ficers for the coming year were
nominated.
Alter a discussion of the coun
try’s Big Ten in medical schools,
Dr. Bourdeau described at some
length the hectic life of the bud
ding doctor from his first two days
of more or less intimate contact
with the schools’ cadavers to the
long nights of catfeln and study,
winding up with a relaxed, if some
what inebriated, vacation.
From this point, after obtaining
the permission of the feminine stu
dents present, Dr. Bourdeau con
tinued with a few reminiscences
of the less formal side of hospital
life.
Nominees for the elections, which
will take place next month, are:
President, Duane Midkiff, Great
Falls; Tom Hazelrigg, Missoula;
Ben Morris, Missoula; vice-presi
dent, Amelia Bauer, Livingston;
Harriet Allen, Brockway; secre
tary, Arva Dorothy Phelps, Mis
soula; Lois Clayton, Butte; treas
urer, Fred Honeychurch, Butte;
Mary Catherine Fickes, Missoula.

Montana’s athletic manager, T. 0.
(Lefty) Hoagland, has just returned
from a successful business trip to
Helena, where he got the Helena
Grizzly Boosters’ club going in high
gear.
Lefty aroused much interest by
showing the pictures of the 1937
Rose Bowl game, made possible by
the friendly relations between Mon
tana and the University of Wash
ington’s director of athletics, Ray
Echmann. The pictures were shown
at the Placer hotel which was
crowded to capacity by the foot
ball enthusiasts of Helena. After
they played the Game of Roses over
a few times Lefty appointed a com
mittee of four (Cunningham, Mc
Connell, Eby and Power) all pop
ular business men of Helena, to
build up a large Grizzly Booster
club in the Capital city.
The board pledged themselves
that they would have 500 members
in their active, fold within a month,
and that no matter how well any
one of the many such clubs over
the state will do, Helena will do
a little better. J. M. Power, presi
dent of the board, set their goal at
1,500 active members by next Sep
tember, each membership selling
at the price of one dollar which
will go to Montana State university
for the maintenance of athletics at
Missoula. Lefty is doing first class
work and is meeting with 100 per
cent co-operation all over the state
in every respect.
Hoagland’s executive board is as
follows: J. M. Power, president;
Alex Cunningham, vice-president;
M. H. McConnell, secretary, and
Earl Eby, treasurer.
Hoagland outlined the athletic
hopes of the university and told of
plans Montana was making for fu
ture football games. He summar
ized the football prospects of the
next few years and told the gather
ing that the success of the Grizzly
football teams depended upon sup
port, Interest and attendance of
people outside Missoula. He said
that he was trying to work out a
plan by which Montana could play
their games at night so more work
ing people could drive over and see
the games that they could not get
to see in the afternoon. He also
stressed the necessity of keeping
Montana athletes in Montana.
Lew Bodecker, head of the State
Highway patrol, assured Lefty the
presence of a patrol squadron to
make travel safe for people attend
ing Montana State university foot
ball games next fall.

B. L. Price, chairman of the fish
and game commission, was a din
ner guest at the Alpha Tau Omega
house last Sunday.
Theta Sigma Phi will have for
mal installation of officers Satur
day, May 8.

DRAGSTEDT’S
“Everything Men Wear”
Opposite N. P. Depot

Your Lifetime Loyalty
and. permanent patronage is
assured if we can sell you a
pair of FREEMAN SHOES or
OXFORDS. We urge you to
experience their smartness and
SUPERIOR COMFORT.

$5.00- $5.50 -$6.50

Rogers Cafe
High quality food at reason
able prices.

Visit Us in Our New
Location in the

New Union Bus Depot
On West Broadway

FOOT-FANS
"The Coolest
Shoe Ever
Built for
Men"

“Lefty” Hoogland, who recent
ly completed the organization of
a Grizzly Boosters’ dub In
Helena.

Bischoff Pushes
Plans to Care
For Visitors
Carmody, Nlmbar, Singleton and
Chrlstlanl Are Active Aids
In Preparations
Professor Paul A. Bischoff and
his Interscholastic housing and
campus decorating committees, are
busy making preparations for the
annual meet
Each year the students of Mon
tana make every possible effort to
convince track contestants and vis
itors that Montana is the best fouryear stop for a college education.
With the presence of eight hundred
contestants plus visitors from all
parts of the state anticipated, the
students have a real chance to put
the university on display.
Professor Bischoff is in charge
of obtaining accommodations for
all participants in the m eet With
the aid of Chairman Cliff Carmody,
Kallspell, and Secretary Montana
Nlmbar, Miles City, sub-committees
have been appointed to take care
of information service and track
meet headquarters. Mel Singleton,
Vida, is chairman of the headquar
ters committee. Ruth Chrlstlanl,
who will be aided by the Spurs and
Bear Paws, was appointed chair
man of the transportation commit
tee. Pete Murphy, Stevensville, is
in charge of the campus decora
tions committee and Leroy "Chink”
Seymour, Butte, will lhead the fra
ternity and sorority house decora
tions committee.
ASMSU budget allows $50 for
decorations and prize purposes.
The Interscholastic Track Meet
committee will probably give finan
cial assistance to take care of the
three cash awards and two cups
for the outstanding Greek decora
tions.

A Whig Wonders
(Continued from P a so One)

a South Malayan Oriole”—reprint
ed in the December issue of the
Bird Lovers Almanac. The article
describes in strong, forceful style,
the intimate events that make the
life of the South Malayan oriole so
engrossing to the thousands of bird
lovers in this country and abroad.
Flowing through the story Is a ten
der vein of the little feathered
creature's home life that has some
striking parallels to our own fam
ily circle. It is an article that is
warmly recommended to all lovers
of birds.
Robert and John Stevenson left
this afternoon for Butte to meet
their mother, who returned recent
ly from an extended trip in Cali
fornia.

National Student
Union Organizes
Montana Chapter
Purpose of Group Is Stimulation
Of Progressive Thought
And Activities

Grizzly Bandsmen
. Off on Long Trip
Forty Grizzly band members,
together with Mr. and Mrs. Stan
ley Teel, left by chartered bus
today for Great Falls, where
they will present their initial
concert on the state tour. The
itinerary includes two concerts
at Great Falls, Harlowton, Lewistown, Billings, and one in
Roundup, Columbus, Big Tim
ber, Bozeman, Helena and Ana
conda.
The Grizzlies will be featured
at a high school band festival
in Harlowton and will appear
before the Rotary convention in
Lewistown. They will return to
Missoula May 4.

Announcement of the organiza
tion of a Montana State university
chapter of the American Student
Union was made yesterday by its
temporary executive committee.
This followed meetings of student
leaders earlier this week and cul
minates several months’ work to
ward this end.
The group, whose membership is
open to all Interested students,
hopes to stimulate progressive
thought and activity on the cam
pus. Discussions, forums, debates, Aber Day Nominees
broadcasts, student surveys and
Await May 5 Election
educational campaigns will be on
the club’s program to arouse stu
(Continued from Pag* One)
dent Interest in local and national
problems affecting the university. are the nominees for senior presi
Many faculty members have en dent The nominees for vlce-president are Maybelle Gould, Missoula,
dorsed the move.
with 108 votes, and Jeanne Mueller,
Among the questions before
Missoula, with 139. Kay Albee,
Montana students, according to
Deer Lodge, and Clara Mae Lynch,
Roger Hoag, Jeffers, chairman of
Billings, were unopposed for the
the unit, keeping out of war and
offices of secretary and treasurer,
academic freedom are preeminent.
respectively.
Congressional issues, vitally affect
Sophomores cast votes for: Dele
ing the student body, such as the gate to Central board—John HanAmerica Youth Act, the Nye-Krale rahan, Miles City, 144; Leroy Pur
college military-training bill and vis, Great Falls, 187; president—
the extension of the NYA will be Bill Andrews, Glendive, 113, and
brought before the university by Joe King, Livingston, 93, who were
the organization.
| nominated, eliminating Jack Muir,
It was after the local group had Great Falls, 82, and Bob Ball, Red
successfully sponsored the Anti- Lodge, 30; vice president—Betty
War convocation that affiliation Jennings, Whitefish, 206, and Ruth
with the American Student Union Christian!, Red Lodge, 110; treas
was decided on. Members of the urer—Ann Plcchioni, Klein, 161,
temporary executive committee, be and Mary Elizabeth Sanford, Kel
sides the chairman, are Ruth East logg, Idaho, 168; secretary—Judy
man, Missoula; Sally Hopkins, Par I Preston, Great Falls, 281 (unopadise; Constance Edwards, Great I posed).
Falls; James Browning, Belt; Wal
Freshmen nominated Robert
ter Coombs, Missoula; Leroy Pur Pantzer, Livingston, and James
vis, Great Falls, and Bob Pantzer, Browning, Belt, as sophomore dele
Livingston.
gates to Central board with 168 and
The American Student-. Union 167 votes, respectively. John Pierce,
was formed at Ohio State univer Billings, was eliminated with 99
sity in 1935 by the merging of two votes. Jack Hogan, Anaconda, and
college groups, the National Stu Dwight Millegan, Whitefish, re
dent league and the Student League ceived 127 and 79 votes, respec
for Democracy, and today has tively, for class president Patty
chapters on hundreds of campuses Hutchinson, Great Falls; Frances
throughout the country.
Jensen, Great Falls, and Jurlne
The promotion of the annual Wermager, Whitefish, candidates
Anti-War demonstration involving for the sophomore vice-presidency,
200,000 college Btudents last year received 168, 124 and 11 votes, re
and more than half a million this spectively, eliminating Wermager.
year is part of the work of the Martin Edie, Columbia Falls, bad
organization.
209 votes for secretary, and Fran
ces Price, Kallspell, received 196.
Sarah Jane Murphy, Stevensville,
with 131 votes, and Robert Doull,
Butte, with 160, were nominated for
the class treasurer. Sixteen Btu
dents wrote in the name of Lederc
Page. Butte, on the ballot
Approximately 1,250 votes were
Newman Members Plan Final Meet cast. Ray Whitcomb; student body
president,
said that this was an ex
Of Year; Arrangements
ceptionally high percentage of
For Trip Made
votes for a primary election.

Bishop Gilmore
To Meet Sunday
With Local Club

INTERFRATERNITY BASEBALL
Newman club members will con
STANDINGS
vene Sunday, May 2, at S t An RICE DEFEATS HAZELRIGG;
SMITH BEATS STEPHENSON
thony’s church for the final meet
Won Lost Ptc. ing of the year. Mass will be cele
Sigma C h i_______ 3
0 1.000 brated at 9 o'clock and a breakfast
Ashley “Ace” Rice, pre-tournaPhi Sigma Kappa.... 3
0 1.000 is planned afterward.
favorlte and winner of the 1936 fall
Phi Delta Theta ___8
1
.750
The Reverend J. M. Gilmore, tournament, defeated Tom Hazel
Independents_____2
1
.666 bishop of Helena, will be the guest rigg, 16-14, 3-6, 6-4 in one of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 2
2
.600 speaker at the meeting. A musical most exciting matches of the uni
Theta C h i________ 1
2
.833 program during the breakfast has versity tennis tournament, Tuesday
Sigma Phi Epsilon ..1
3
.260 ben arranged by Marybeth Clapp, afternoon. LaRue Smith won from
Sigma N u ______ ... 0
8
.000 program chairman.
John Stephenson, 6-3, 6-3. The re
Alpha Tau Omega.... 0
3
.000
Final arrangements for the sult of this match advances Smith
spring pilgrimage will be com against Erlandson in the quarter
pleted at that meeting. As now finals. Bob McHugh topped Alex
Phi Delt Defeats SAE
planned, the pilgrimage will take Tidball, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2, and will meet
the
form of a picnic trip to the Burns In the quarter final.
In Interfrat Baseball
Knights of Columbus grounds at
Continuing the Interfraternity Flathead lake, with a stop in St. Newman Foundation fund, asks all
baseball schedule, the Phi Delts de Ignatius where the club members who pledged money for the fund to
feated the SAE team, 10-7, Wednes will attend MasB and be shown pay their pledges Sunday. At that
day afternoon in the only league about the mission. The tentative time be will announce further
date set for the trip is May 23.
plans concerning the foundation
game played this week.
Joe McDowell, chairman of the and the fund.
Outstanding hitter of the day
was Shields, SAE, who blasted out
a homerun. Lathrop and Clayton
comprised the Phi Delt battery.
Shulte and Hlgham shared pitch
ing duties for the losers, with
Across from Park Hotel on Alder
Shields catching.

Reopened —Coney Island

OUTDOOR

ClothesforWomen
Yon wlU find outdoor clothing
for women ns weU as for men
at Westerner’s . . . latest styles
low In price.

H undreds o f
holes from heel
to toe insure a
c o m p le t e

a ir

,change with every

*5

step.They’re smart,
cool and healthy.

Steele’s Shoe Store
220 North Higgins

SLACKS—
Frontier Slacks of fine cotton
twill, colors black, taupe $Q95
and brown. Priced....... ....d
BREECHES—
Breeches with or without
leather trim. Colors to match
brown or black
$045 up
boots. Priced.................. O
BOOTS—
Women’s fine calf Riding
Boots in brown or
$/?95 up
black. Priced.................. O

m

INC.

The game scheduled between Phi
Sigma Kappa and Sigma Phi Ep
silon for Thursday afternoon waB
postponed because of cold weather.

Dean of Music Smith
Interested in Photos
Most persons on Montana State
university campus don’t know that
Dean DeLoss Smith, professor in
the school of muBlc, is interested
in photography. Hanging on the
walls of his studio in Main hall are
many photographs of mountain |
scenery. Most of the shots are
taken near his resort at Seeley I
lake. Recently Dean Smith was I
presented with two tinted scenic
enlarged photographs by the North
west Airlines company.
A Theta Chi alumni banquet was I
held at the Grill cafe last night |

SANDWICHES - FOUNTAIN - CURB SERVICE

M ILK

: BU TTER
CREAM

Garden City Consolidated
Dairies
122 West Front

Phone 4108

Bennet Essays
D ead lin e Set
F o r M ay 12
Entries Must Contain Not
Less Than 2,500 Words;
3,000 Maximum

Twenty-four Grizzlies
To Compete in Relays
Twenty-four Grizzly trackmen
leave this afternoon for Bozeman
to participate in the second annual
relay carnival at the State college
tomorrow afternoon. Accompany
ing Harry Adams, track coach, are:
Shuttle hurdles relay — Brown,
Eiselein, Nybo, Hileman.
Quarter-mile r e l a y — Brown,
Shields, Stein, Hoar.
Mile T e la y — Olson, Price, Swanberg, O'Malley.
Half-mile relay—Shields, Harri
son or Eiselein, Jenkln, Nybo.
Four-mile relay—Gltchell, God
frey, Payne, Rose.
Two-mile relay—Swanberg, God
frey, Payne, Gltchell.
Sprint medley relay—Price, 440;
Hoar, 220; Harrison or Jenkln,
220; .Rose, 880.
Pole vault—Stein, Seyler, Muchmore. Javelin throw—Holmquist.
High jump — Seyler, Williams,
Muchmore. Shotput—Lazetlch, SteJer. Broad Jump—Seyler, Wheatley, Olson. Discus—Stejer, Laze
tlch.

National Officer
Requests Index
Of Campus Spurs
Names of Local Chapter Members
Compiled by Ruth Chrlstlanl
For Organization

Ruth Chrlstlanl, Red Lodge, pres
ident of Tanan-of-Spur, is prepar
ing an index of the names of all
women who have been members of
Competing essays for the Ben
nett Essay contest must be turned
Spur, national sophomore women's
in to Professor Paul C. Phillips on
honorary, on this campus. Th®
or before May 12.
Index was requested by Jerry Fra
zier, Cheyenne, Wyoming, national
Essays should not contain less
vice-president of Spur, who is pre
than 2,600 words nor more than
paring a national Spur index. The
3,000. To receive consideration, an
index will also include the offices
essay must be written in good Eng
held by girls in the chapter.
lish and must contain critical bib
liography. Specific references tor
Miss Christian! will also prepare
statements of facts must also be
a history of Tanan-of-Spur 'th is
given. If no essays are of suffi
summer. Tanan club was organ
cient merit to receive consideration,
ized on this campus in 1925. In
no prizes will be given. The judges
May, 1931, it affiliated with the na
of the contest have not yet been
tional organization of Spur. The
chosen.
women who belonged to Tanan
club made their own emblem and
The name of the author mast not
also those of the Bear Paws.
appear on the manuscript. A pen
name shall be used and the pen
Qualifications for membership in
name and the author's real name
Tanan club was similar to those
enclosed in a sealed envelope
for membership in Spur. The girls
which shall be handed in with the
were tapped at a football game in
manuscript.
the fall, Instead of at track meet
The contestants may write on
as they now are.
one of the following subjects: So “Ba Thane” Is Story of Church
Missionaries in Burma
cial security, the accomplishments
of the WPA, economic planning.
Two prizes may be awarded, $25 The Wesley club of the Methodist
for first place and $10 for the sec church will present the play, “Ba
Thane" at the Charlo Methodist
ond best essay.
church Sunday morning, and at
Poison Sunday evening.
The play, a story of missionaries
GRIZZLY FOBS
in Burma, was written by Mrs. D.
C. Baldwin, who with Mr. Baldwin
35c
is on a furlough from a mission in
CAMPUS
PHOTOS
Burma. Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin re
8x10 inches
Following a morning of cleaning cently visited the campus in a sur
up, water fights and other fun, vey of the interest of university
15c
Judges Dan Kelly, Lyman Bennett students in missionary work.
And remember Mother’s Day
and Robert Huppe, seniors in the
University students in the play
is May 9. We hare cards
law school, held the annual Aber are: Helen Rlffo, Kallspell; Bob
and gifts for her.
day high court Tuesday afternoon Elford, Boise, Idaho; Louis Forgey,
on, the oval.
Miles City; Otto Rasmussen, La
Resplendent in their long white rina.
wigs, the three judges, aided by
"IVERYTHINC FOR THE OFFICE ”
The Wesley Foundation will meet
M ISS O U L A . M O N T .
Prosecuting Attorneys George Van Sunday evening at 5:30 o’clock for
Noy, Bob Nelson and Emmett Ang- a social hour followed by a de
land, Bailiff Gordon Horen and votional service to be led by Mar
Witness Frank Jestrab, conducted garet Miller. Wayne Rasmussen
the usual farce high court
will speak about “Fool’s Gold.”
Punishment varied from being
Misaouu-s oumst. u m v t amo itr r rroti
tied to a tree to a face-washing or PH O N E IXU PH O N E I IS ! PH O N E M l
feet-ducklng. The “lie detector" 5
GET A SOUVENIR
J
seemed to work most of the time "
for yourself and your
J*
and the “electric chair" pricked
family.
many a defendant’s “conscience."
Professors were ridiculed and
Barthel Hardware
students embarrassed, but it was
PH O N E 1111 PH O N E 1111 PH O N E 1111
all in fun. No one seemed to take
It seriously. James Costello, play
ing the mythical J. J. Ryan, a longdeceased character, “knew all, saw
all and told all” of the university
scandal.

Club W ill Present
Play at M eeting

EXTRA
SPECIA LS

Aber Day Judges

Punish Offenders

OFFICE SUPPLY COMPANY

TheMERCANTILE*.

Patronize Kalinin Advertisers

How Is Your Coal Pile?

Missoula Coal
& Transfer Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

CO AL
110 EAST BROADWAY
Phones $662 and $630

FILMS
5%-Honr
Developing
Service

Hollyoak
Drug Co.
“The Friendly Student Store”

White Shirts
White shirts are always ia
good taste, particularly If
they’re Arrows.
G o r d o n , H it t , a n d

th e

N e w T r u m p o ffe r y o u t
v a r ie ty o f c o lla r sty le s a n d
fa b ric * i n w h ite .

PERMANENT WAVE YOUR HAIR YOURSELF
AT HOME

$ 2 each

Mitoga fit
Sanforized Shrank

X t t t m

v o v g t t

H tt-T o p
I, Hollywood’s

amazing new home per
manent wave, requires no
machines, no heat, no
electricity. ENDURA lasts
as ordinary expen
sive permanents; gives you
lovely, lasting waves; saves
you time and money; and
isactuallygood (or the hair.
Use this new scientific
discovery tonight, enjoy
ENDURA’S lasting waves
of beauty.

The MERCANTILE:

« « MISSOULA'S OLDBST, LARGBST AND B IST STORE

H O L L Y W O O D ’S A M A Z I N G NEW HOME P E R MA N E N T

Short Sorbs
...are cool...comfortab
perfect s o c k . . . with n
supporting "Nu-Top" i
They stay u p . . . comfi

